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FOREWORD 
Alexand er Hamilton i s  reputed to have said "The people i s  
a great beast , "  while at the same �.ime_ Hami lton' s worthy oppo­
nent , Thomas Jefferson ,  was expressing a profound faith in the 
wi sdom of the farmer , mechanic and the merchant , in short , all 
"' 
of the people of this great country. These oppbsihg point s  of 
....... J 
view were brought int o  focus during 'the "Great Debate" between 
Jefferson and Hamilton. Both of these men were tryihg to 
determine the political ro le of the people in the emerging 
scheme of a new d emocrati c nation. Jeffers on went a step fur-
ther and proposed a national system of education to insure the 
" ., 
faith he had in the common man .  Since those d ays when Jeffer­
son and Hamilton were concerned with the politi cal role of the 
people, education has grown by leaps and bound s to where today,  
in  the mind s of many thi'h.kers ,  ed ttc'at:tcm i s  s-ynonomous with 
national survival in the atomic age. 
Today, 1962, another great d ebate has emerged on the 
American s cene. This d ebate i s  not as much concerned with who 
should be educated as it is  with what the c ontent of the 
curriculum should be and how this content should be taught . 
Much has been written by profes sional educators as to what 
the task of education i s  in our increas ingly complex society.  
� � 
� � 
Other people not connected with the profession ,  but who command 
respect for their accompli shments in other field s, also have 
written on what the purpose of educati on i s  in our complex 
society.  Each group has reported its  c onclus!ons to  the 
. ' 
=====tt=c=-~ 
nation. Some of their findings were based on scientifically 
collected d ata , while others were reached by relatively un­
scientific method s .  I n  either case, the final conclusions 
d rawn by either group have mad e  an impact on the nation as a 
whole. 
There i s  still a third g�oup that sometimes i s  overlooked 
or not heard from. This third group, the people, in many 
respects i s  the arbiter of the task of education .  
I t  was felt , perhaps selfi shly, that this group should 
' 
also bave its d ay in the public forum to help d etermine the 
task of education. So thi s stud y was conducted to meet that 
objective. 
� This study was not cond ucted to test Whether Jeffersonfs 
faith in the wisd om of the common man or Hamilton ' s "great 
beast" view was correct or not . 
The author i s  inclined to feel that the oft quoted phras e  
of Abraham Lincoln's , "• • •  government of the people, by the 
people, for the people • • •  " was the guiding light for this 
stud y. In the final analysis , education should be structured 
so as to s erve that end . 
iv . 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Recently in Woodbridge, Virginia, a first grad e teacher 
pres sed to the parent s that the child ren were unprepared for 
group activities and that if the chi ldren could have some of 
the experiences provid ed for in kindergarten class es , the 
·ren would be better prepared for the first grad e.  Woodbridge 
had no public kindergartens , but through parental action 
kind ergartens were established . 1 
In New Jersey' s Bernard s Elementary School , foreign 
languages were not taught. One community member thought that 
thi s shouid be remedied . A committee was established to con-
duct a survey in the school community t o  d etermine if this 
should be add ed to the curriculum. The survey returns were 
ovepwhelmingly favorable to its inclusion in the program. The 
school board was approached and a program of foreign languages 
was offered the following fall. 2 
In I ow� the member selection to the state board of public 
instruction came under fire recently. The legislature proposed 
a change in the method of selecting its members . But an 
aroused public d efeated this measure, claiming that the old 
1 .  Editors , "A County Get s a New Kindergarten",  The P .T . A .  
March 1961 . ,  p .  35 . 
---
2 .  "A Channel for Change", The P . T . A. 
January 1961 . ,  pp . 31-32 . 
---
" I I ' I 
I ! 
" :el 
"  
II ex !! 
" ;, 
,! 
" l 
' 
' I ' 
' child 
I 
' 
Magazine, 
2. 
method of selection was re sponsible tor great stri d e s  in e d ­
ucation in I owa and that it had been cited a s  a mod e l  tor the 
1 
nation. 
Coming c lose r  to home , two local school d i stri cts recently 
proposed bond issue s to bui ld new schools. One school 
We st Irondequoit , passed its bond i s sue by the largest total 
number of voters that it had ever had . The other school d i s-
·trict , Hilton ,  defe ated its bond i ssue , also , by the large st 
2 total number of  voters that it had ever had . 
In each instance parents or the puplic instigated act ion 
to alter some situation re lated to e ducation. Where did  this 
authority come from? 
The basi s  of the educational e ffort and of school control 
in the United State s  i s  probably the Engli sh common law 
principle which states  that it i s  the right of the parent to 
eontrol and d irect the education of his children .  The first 
school laws in America re cogni ze d  this principle and reminde d  
parent s o f  their duty to look after the educat i on of thei r  
children. Socially and legally e ducation in the United States 
has been conceived as an extension ot the home . 
The current arrange ment i s  a sort of partnership between 
the state or the colle ctive a�d organized will of al� the 
parents,  and the wi ll of the individual parent operating to-
1. Editors , ttNo Time for a Change '', The P .T . ·A. April 
1961.' p .  35 .  -
2 .  C loos, Edward, "Hilton Scbool Leade rs Crushed by Defeat " ,  
Roche ster Union, F�bruary 28 , 1962. 
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gether to give every child a tree and reasonably equal oppor­
tunity to develop fully all his worthy capacities. The control 
ot public education is neither political, denominational, nor 
professional; the control is lay control. 
The legal foundation for this lay control rests in the 
constitutional statutes of the various states. The following 
are typical state constitutional provtsions: 
New York State Constitution, Article 9, Section I: 
''The legislature shall provide for the maintenance 
and support of a system of free common schools, 1 where all the children of this state may be educated.n 
Utah Constitution, Article 10 , Section I: 
"The legislature shall provide tor the establish­
ment and maintenance of a uniform system of public 
schools, Which shall be open to all children of the 
state, and be free from sectarian control.u2 
Michigan Constitution, Article II, Section I: 
"Religion, morality, and knowledge being necessary 
to good government and happiness of mankind, schools 
and other means of education shall forever be 
encouraged."3 
Kansas Constitution, Article 6, Section II: 
"The legislature shall encourage the promotion of 
intellectual, moral, scientific, and agricultural 
improvements, by establishing a uniform system of 
common schools, and schools of a higher grade, em­
bracing preparatory, collegiate and university 
1. "Education in the United States", Collier's 
1957 edition, vol. 7., p. 8 1 .  
2. Ibid., P• 8 1 . 
3. Ibid., p. 8 1 .  
4.  Ibid., p; 8 1 .  
3 .  
normal 
departments."4 
Encyclopedia, 
The legal principle that the state i s  the unit basically 
re spons .ible for education and for its  control has be en affirmed 
repeatedly by rulings of the courts .  Under power given it by 
the people , the stat e  and only the state can grant authority to  
local s choo l  d istriet s . 
However ,  every state , by constitutional provi s ion, has 
returned to the 42 ,428 individual school systems large powers 
1 
over e ducation. Therefore , although education i s  legally a 
state functi on,  it i s  organized and admini stere d  on the 
original principle of local re spo nsibility. The state become s 
simply the organized will of the people , or lay control .  
The e xpres si on of  thi s will of  the people in loc al s chool 
affairs i s  t he basi s for this study, which was conducted in the 
West Irondequoit School District #3, whi ch i s  a suburban s chool 
d istrict located on the out skirts of Roche ster,  New York. 
£! the 
The purpose of this study i s  to  sample the parent s '  re ­
action toward s the program of the Iroquoi s  School , which i s  in 
the We st Irondequoit School Di strict #3. The specific obj ec­
tive s  of  this study are : 1. t o  d i s c over what parents expect 
from the ir s chool program in terms of curriculum, moral and 
spiritual values ,  and guidance ; 2. to e li cit comments from 
parents about the s chool ' s  strengths and we akne ss e s ;  3 . to 
1. United State s  Office of Education ,  of Public Ed ­
ucation in  the United State s of p .  21. 
-- -
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secure facts about the school that can be communicated to the 
administration; and 4. to provide a guide for the school's 
public relations program. 
Limitations 
As in other descriptive studies, this study has limita­
tions that handicap a thorough exploratiort of parent reaction 
to the Iroquois School. 
The first set of limitations was set down by Hand. He 
states that in interpreting public opinion, 
are: 
"There are three psychic deluders: 1. the influence 
of unrepresentative opinions; 2.  the reluctance of 
people to be frankly critical; and 3. the 
of the observer's opinions and 
The second set of limitations parallel the first. They 
"1. that parents think in terms of their own children; 
2 .  that prejudices are based on personal interests; and 
3. the halo eff'ect of their (parents) own experiences. •t2 
The final limitation is in terms of time restriction in 
the degree program of,one year. 
1. Hand, Harold, What Think About Their Schools, 
Yonkers, New p. 
2. Littrell, Harvey, "Lay Participation , The 
Fairleigh Dickinson University Preas, 
Vol. 36, November 1961, pp. 136-139. 
House, 
Jersey; 
influence 
interests."l 
Peo~le ~~- -~~ ..,...,.,,- -~~~-Yorlc; World Boak Campanr, l941l., 26. 
Clearing 
New 
5. 
Procedure 
A graduate course in curriculum development which the 
author took at the State University at Brockport offered a 
series of sample surveys used by other schools to gather in­
formation from parents. With some adjustments, these were 
developed to fit the purpose of this survey. 
The statements used were chosen to sample opinions in the 
areas of curriculum, guidance, moral and spiritual values, and 
ah open area was left after each statement so that parents 
would be able to express themselves with limited direction. 
The opinionaires were sent to all parents of the fifth, 
sixth, seventh and eighth graders of the Iroquois School. The 
fourth grades were omitted because it was felt that the parents 
had had only four months' contact with the school program and 
that this was an insufficient amount of time to become ac­
quainted with the program. However, some of the fourth grade 
parents were reached through an older brother or sister in the 
school. 
The parents were requested in the directions to circle a 
number that would best reflect their thinking concerning the 
statement, such as: 1. agree strongly; 2 .  inclined to agree; 
3. undecided; 4.  inclined to disagree; 5 .  disagree strongly. 
However, the tabulation of the responses to the opinionaire on 
curriculum, guidance, moral and spiritual values will be re­
ported according to three responses which are: 1 .  those who 
agree; 2 .  those who disagree; and 3. those who are undecided. 
6. 
The se categorie s were arrived at by combining category one and 
two of the ori ginal re sponse s and by combining four and five 
of the original; the undecided category remained unchanged .  
Each of these cate gories  will be reported in terms of percent s .  
In the open area t o  each statement where c omments were in­
vited an attempt will be made  to summarize the most frequently 
stated comment s .  
A�so, an attempt will be mad e t o  summarize the comments 
from page five of the opinionaire which d eals with the parents '  
views on the strengths and weaknesses of the school program. 
The responses  from the parents with education beyond four­
teen years will be compared with re sponse s  from the parent s 
whose education is  fourteen years or le s s .  
In an effort to provid e  a basi s  for an understanding of 
the community, the ed ucational level and occupations of the 
re spondents will be reported,  too.  
The frame of reference for the analysi s  of the re sponse s 
will be in terms of what the We st Irondequoit School District 
i s  currently doing in its efforts to educate its  children .  
£! Thi s 
It i s  hoped that when thi s study i s  c ompleted , it will be 
used as reference material by the school for any change s that 
may be indi cated .  It is  fUrther hoped that , as ind icated in 
the purpose s ,  it will provid e a guid e  for an effe ctive public 
relations program .  
I n  a democratic society, such a s  ours, i t  is  only right 
7 . 
Significance Study 
and proper to hear the voices of other people besides the 
selected citizens committees who do perform an indispensable 
task of helping to provide direction for our schools. In the 
final analysis, all of the people have a stake in the education 
of their children and the future of America. 
8 .  
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
No one with a serious interest in our nationts schools and 
colleges is ever satisfied with what we now have. As a matter 
of fact, this is characteristic of the way we feel about all 
our valued institutions. We know that good as they are, they 
can be strengthened. 
Everyone knows that education has always represented and 
probably always will represent a problem to our nation. How­
ever, at this moment there are facing us two major problems 
which may be decided within the next few years. These problems 
are: 1 .  quality of education; 2 . financial aid needed to attain 
the goal of quality education. 
of Education 
Are our schools adequately fulfilling the enormous chal­
le�ges they have had to face in the past decade and will face 
ev�.n more urgently in the future? 
This new debate over American education came into sharp 
focus with the launching of the first earth satellite, Sputnik, 
by the Soviet Union in October 1957 . This dramatic achievement 
along with a rocket on the moon in 1959 and man's first voyage 
into space in 1961 , jolted the American people into a realiza­
tion that our scientific and technological preeminence could no 
longer be taken for granted. This has led to a serious re­
valuation of our whole educational system. 
9 .  
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At the same time , othe r forces  have be en at work to 
challenge the traditional place of e ducation in Ame rica.  The 
increase in births that followe d  World War II has continued in-
to the sixtie s ,  send ing millions of new stud ent s into c la s sro 
The Ame rican pe ople , realizing the e ffe ct the s e  force s are 
playing on e ducation,  have turned their attention to the 
and the preparation for the future that they are giving. There 
are some citi zens who believe that the quality of .American 
education i s  well up to par . Others , however, believe that it 
cannot cope with the mounting d emand s of education in the 
mod e rn  world . 
In 1958 , � publi shed a series  of article s  �nd er the 
title tiThe Cri s i s  in Education . " The mate rial pre sented led to 
the editorial conclusions that the content , or quality of 
educati on,  was at least as much of a problem as was the money. 
The editors stat e , in their  charge s against progressive 
e ducationists  and their 40 years of control: 
"It is a legacy of di stended play facilitie s , 
substandard curricula and principals whose in­
telle ctual confusion can no longer be d i sguised  
by the compulsory smile on their face s . "l 
The editorial d evelops further the e ditors' fee lings toward s 
teacher preparation ,  life ad justment course s ,  performance of 
students and teache rs college s . It closes  with the s e  c omments :  
1 . Editors , "Education; The Deeper Problem" , March 3 1 ,  
1958., p .  4 .  
J.O. 
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"The worthwhile innovations brought by Dewey' s 
educationists should be kept. But their d evotion 
to techniques and group ad justments should never 
be allowed to hide this fact . American education 
exists first of all to  educate· the ind ividual in 
a body of learning , with a tradition and purpose 
behind it . "l 
Later in the year, spurred by this and by other criticisms 
of the schools, the National Education Association passed a 
resolution on the subj ect of its critic s .  The Repres entative 
Assembly in its reso lution recorded:  
"American: public education is  founded on the 
conviction that the public school is indispensable 
to national unity, common purpose, and equality of 
opportunity . Yet proposals are heard today that 
the function of the schools be reduced to that of 
promoting only intellectual knowledge and skills. 
That abilities in science and mathematics be 
valued over all others; and that secondary education 
be limited ·to an elite. "2 
Yet , the fact remains that many friend s of the nation' s  
schools are c oncerned about quality. They worry when colleges 
must offer courses in remedial reading; when deans of pro-
fessional s chools complain that their stud ents cannot write 
adequate essays; when science and history, languages and 
mathematic s  are too often bypassed in favor of "snap" courses. 
I t  is not only the interested "outsid ers" who worry about 
the quality of elementary and sec ond ary schoo l  education. In 
one week The � York Times printed two stories reporting on 
1 .  Ibid . 
2 .  Education Associations Resolutions on Criticism 
and Critics, 1959 . 
11. 
National 
re search by university group s .  The Graduate School o f  Educati 
at Harvard made a critical report on the te aching of reading . 
The re search found that : 
"Inadequate preparation of e lementary school 
teachers i s  to blame for low stand ard s of reading 
abi lity among stud ent s .  Reading speciali st s re ­
ported that reading instruction practice s in 
schools are not in line with dependable re search . "l 
The report continue s on to d ocume nt �ome of the specifi c pro ­
ple ms in the teaching of read ing, such as the teachers' limited 
training, lack of attention to current theory, sele ction of 
materials for varying reading ability and their lack of mastery 
of the reading skill itse lf. 
The Harvard group make s twenty-two recommendations for im-
provements to the c ollege s and uni versitie s .  They include :  
"propo sals for tighter admi s s i ons policie s for 
education course s ,  a re vi s i on of curri culum re­
quirement s ,  familiarity with a variety of "teaching 
method s ,  recruitment and training of master teachers 
to supervi seft and spe cial c ourse s for principals and supervi s ors . '2 
In summary, there i s  one more important comment : 
"The very real i ssue s ,  howe ver ,  are concealed by 
a flood of propaganda emotionally that 
the s chool problem is  me:rtely one of 
Just what i s  �he status of quality education i n  the United 
State s? Since the United Stat e s  Office  of Education has the 
vantage point of be ing able to see the whole of the educational 
1 .  Jaffe , Natalie ,  "Teachers and Poor Reading", The New York 
Time s ,  March 19 , 1961 .,  p. 6 .  ------ ----
2 .  
3 . 11ci'rley, Felix, "The State of the Nati on", Nation' s Busine s s ,  
February 1959, pp. 25-26 . 
12 . 
Ibid. 
suggesting 
money. n3 
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effort in the United States, it seems that the improvements 
cited in its report of 1960- 61 are most important. Some of 
these improvements are as follows: 
�1. State departments of education were strengthened 
through legislation that clearly establishes the 
chief State school officer as the board's execu­
tive officer and the chief administrative officer. 
2. Emphasis on sound educational planning at all 
levels of government that necessitated improving 
educational information. 
3 .  More attention to the research function. 
4. Building of 70, 000 classrooms a year. 
5 . Funds from private foundations to experiment 
with new ideas. 
6 .  Encouragement in developing programs of instruc­
tions; i.e., science, languages, and gifted 
students. 
7 .  Intensified guidance services. 
8 .  Smaller classes and intensified instruction, in­
cluding remedial reading. 
9 . Intensive work with parents and close cooperation 
with community, civic and social welfare agencies.l 
The basic information was supplied by the heads of the fifty 
State Departments. By cursory examination it appears that 
quality is being put into education as well as quantity. How­
ever, since the awareness of a need to reorganize our school 
systems is present in the United States, the starting point, it 
is believed, should be with the curriculum. To revise the 
curriculum is a good beginning, but to give all students, slow, 
1 .  United States Office of Education, of Public Educa­
tion� the United States £! America, pp. 
13 . 
Progress 
~~~ 1960-6I:", 9-14. 
bright, and average, the education and traini ng they need , and 
t o  d evelop their intellectual c apaciti e s  to  the fullest, it 
will be necessary for curriculum d e velopers to learn how to 
d e al more effectively with individual difference s among the 
stud ents and among the teachers . They must also learn how to  
utili ze teachers in  more e fficient ways . On both scores, s ome 
progres s  is being mad e,  adding up to a thorough reorganization 
of the c las sroom and of the school itself .  
One of the more recent important change s in school organi­
zation is the retuPn of so-called "homo-geneou s "  grouping, that 
i s ,  grouping· students within a given c ourse or grade according 
to their int ellectual ability and achievement . Ability group­
ing i s  nseful not just because it let s  the brighter chi ld ren 
learn more but also because it let s  the s chool establi sh 
separate curriculums for d ifferent levels of understanding .  It  
would be unfortunate if  the s chools in their new c oncern for 
the gifted were to neglect the nee d s  of the�verage "  child, who 
can also reach much higher intellectual levels than has been 
assumed usually. 
Where abolition of grade s  i s  combined with an emphasis on 
intellectual exce llence, the result is extremely intere st ing . 
An example of this system i s  shown in a school in Melbourne, 
Florid a. Melbourne Junior High School has completely abandoned 
grades . Each course i s  given on four levels, "ad vance d " ,  
"accelerated ",  "average ", and "remed ial" . Each student ' s  ad ­
mis sion to  each course  i s  d etermined s olely by how much he 
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knows ; how much he knows i s  measured by hi s score on an achieve 
ment te st , not on an IQ test . Students ,  thus , may leapfrog the 
usual sequence of course s;  a student could be taking calculus 
at the ad vanced le vel and at the same time be put in a remed ial 
English course in which read ing is being taught at the fourth 
grad e level . To  accommodate student s who move through 
curriculum at a rapid pace , the s chool offers a wid e r  range of 
�dd itional course s ,  including language s such as Chinese,  Russ  
French, German, Spanish, and Latin . l 
Although the pre vai ling opinion appears to  be that nothing 
can take the place of a good teacher,  a great d eal of experi­
menting i s  being d one with s o-called "teaching machines . "  Unde 
this heading come TV and films used for educational purposes .  
Some educators have been enthusiastically promoting the u s e  of 
educational televi sion as a means of exposing the maximum numbe 
of student s to  superior teaching. Whether thi s will let schoo l  
increase the student-teacher ratio  without reducing the 
of instruction remains to  be seen. But there i s  little questi 
that they can at least aid in improving the quality of t eaching . 
Alfred Whitehead states that , 
"At the very least , T V  and films can make it possible 
for every student to have that ' exposure to greatne s s • , 
which i s  es sential to  the pro ces s of education . "2 
However ,  what i s  crucial in the use of teaching machines , of 
course , i s  not the machine itself but the way the mate rial i s  
April 1961 , p .  125-131 .  
2. Spevak, Jonathon, "Teaching by TV", Wall Street Journal ,  
December 1961 .  
----
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1. Silberman, Charle a E., "Remaking of American Education," 
Fortune, 
organized for presentation. In some s chools , teachers believ­
ing that teaching machines are not thinking machines have 
utilized thi s equipment by using the machine programs but not 
the machines. By s o  doing they have taken advantage of the 
organized material but have used their own original method s of 
presentation. The result s have 'been very good , but the evid 
so far ie  ambiguous . 1 Among other new d evic es being employed 
are "language laboratories" using tape recorders;"these help to 
improve stud ents' verbal command of foreign languages , and they 
are rapid ly becoming stand ard equipment in most s chools .  
Besides new method s  and new d evices renewed attention is 
also being given to the d evel�pment of improved curricula in a 
subject areas. Curriculum committees made up of,. teacher s ,  
supervisors and expert consultants are at work planning program 
ad apted to their local schools. 
A subject area creating s ome controversy in our curriculum 
i s  reading . The controversy over this subjec t  came into focus 
when the Soviet Union claimed that their chi ldren were far ad -
vanced from ours and reading twice as much twice as  fast . Let 
us review a few of the method s  being used to teach reading to­
day. 
The most popular method of teaching read ing being employed 
today i s  the use of "look and say" method s , along with the use 
of phonic s .  Thi s method combines phonic s  with the use of pic­
tures and the sound of letters and letter combinations , hence, 
1. Bylinky, Gene, "Robot Teachers , "  Wall St. Journal ,  August 19 
--
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giving the child a t ruer picture of what he i s  rea ing and a 
better opportunity to increase his vocabulary. 
A method of organization in the teaching of reading being 
used today i s  known as the Joplin Plan. The Joplin Plan , or 
grouping within the classroom as it is sometimes called ,. in­
volves a seri es of classrooms to whi ch child ren are sent for a 
reading le sson. Each room has books on different subject s but 
geared to a certain read ing le vel. At a fixed time each day the 
pupil goes to  the room that fit s  his reading level , and here 
mingles with a mixture of boys and girls , big , little,  and 
average si zed . This is where he receives hi s reading instruc­
tion for the d ay. 1 The biggest d rawback to thi s approach to 
teaching reading seems to be its t reatment of read ing as a sub­
j ect taught in a rigid ly scheduled block of time . Most educa­
tors believe that reading i s  not a subject , but a ski ll ,  the ll. 
mastery of  which i s  achie ve d  as a result of continuous learni ng 
and practice throughout the d ay. 
Some believe that the old methoCI of teaching. reading by 
phonics  should be re-employed and this would bring us up to  a 
higher leve l .  Dr . Charles G. Walcott states : 
"The negle ct of phonic s  has mad e learning to read a 
serious proble m in American schools , with an esti mated 
35% of all Ameri can chi ld ren seriously retarded in 
reading ability. "2 
1 .  Hanson, Earl H . , "Let ' s  Use Common Sense to  End the Reading 
War , " Nati onal Education Fe bruary 1962 , p .  41 . 
2 .  of Neglect of Phonics , "  
Nati onal Education December 27 , 1961 . ,  P• 8 .  
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In contrast to Dr . es in a re-
cent article in the National Education Association Journal 
stated: 
"In spite of the liTai ls of· the Jeremiahs, research 
stud ies clearly show that chi ldren are reading better 
tod ay than :they did twenty-five years ago . "l 
An example taken from the Dale-Eichholz li st, which is  a study, 
still inpomplete, that i s  being conducted in an attempt to show 
now many voc abulary word s our chi ldren know, shows that a high 
percentage of fourth-grad e children know at least 4, 302 word s,  
and sixth graders know at least 10, 530 word s .  This i s  more 
than the total of 8, 000 word s found in Milton' s writings and 
close to the 15, 000 found in the works of Shakespeare.2 
!n spite of several dec ad es of work by many persons, some 
youngsters still have trouble with reading . The�e are many 
reasons for these d iffi culties and much i s  being d one to try to 
identify and correct these difficulties . James B. Conant 
Slums � Suburbs makes c lear the connection between poor read­
ing and environment which i s  antagoni stic to  read ing.3 
that some chi ldren aren't able to read well because of 
blocks, c aused by many things ranging from intense j ealousy of 
brothers and ·si st ers to fierce prodd ing by parents .  
1 .  Gates ,  Arthur I . ,  "Teaching Reading by the Phoni c s  Method , "  
National Education September 1961 . ,  p .  21 
2. of Word s ,  March 1960 . , p  
3 .  Conant, James B. , McGraw-Hill, 
1961 . ,  p .  57 . 
-
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To help d etermine some of the causes of reading d eficien­
cies a study was done recently in Cleveland , Ohio . Sources of 
information for thi s stud y  were the C alifornia Test of Mental 
Maturity, California Reading Test , Stanford Achievement Tests ,  
California Test of Personality, audiometer ,  Keystone telebino­
cular, and the child ' s  cumulati ve record s .  As a result of 
test s ,  indications for the need to gather as many part s of the 
total picture as pos sible before planning a reading program we 
made evident to teachers and admini st rators . The tests further 
showed that evaluation must be continuous , and we need to keep 
adding information to what we already have in order t o  help e 
chi ld progres s in his reading . 1 
This i s  but a small part of the vast research being done t 
find more improved and better method s  of helping each child to 
learn to read . A look toward the future i s  more promi sing than 
a return to the past for we have seen evidence that the nati on 
i s  concerned with its problem and much is  being done to remed y 
the situation .  
Because our child ren are growing up i n  a society whi ch i s  
becoming increasingly more s cientific ,  a great d eal of emphasis  
is  being centered on planning cou�ses in science and mathematic 
During the past year the American Association for the Advance­
ment of Science has organi zed a series of regional conferences 
1 .  Bush, Clifford and Huebner, Mildred , "Testing for Reading 
Deficiency, " The School November 19.58 , p.  73 . 
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s and educa rs di scusse how science pro-
grams in the e lementary schools could be improve d .  As a re sult 
elementary teachers now have opportuniti e s  to work closely with 
leading scientists  and mathematicians. In eeveral university 
centers , physicists ,  bi ologi st s ,  and chemists are as suming a 
leadership role in deve loping new science course materials for 
chi ld ren . Science , tod ay, i s  being taught not by a stand ard 
set of rule s ,  but through care ful program selection and effe c­
tive pre sent ation ,  resulting in intere st and motivation on the 
part of the �tudent .  
Science textbooks are e xamined in ad vance t o  make sure 
they are not outmoded  or lacking in intere st. At the same time 
simple devi c e s  familiar to  all students are being used to  aid 
in experiments .  Recently, at the National Science Teachers 
As sociation conference in Boston, Richard Champagene , of Keene , 
New Hampshire , emphasized this point by stating , 
"In setting up clas sroom experiments ,  a simple 
apparatus that d emonstrates the scientifi c  principle 
being studied i s  better than expensive equipment 
whi ch too often draws the attention of s chool 
children away from the project  
There has been some critici sm of our science program in 
spite of our e ffort s .  Some educators belie ve that not enough 
i s  being d one to give today' s student s the background they will 
need in the future . Charle s H.  Heimler sugge st s ,  
"Students should study fewer topi c s  but in depth, 
avoid d irect repetition of content , include material 
1. Champagene , Richard , ttscience in the Elementary School, " 
Nati onal Education Summary, November 27 , 1961 , p .  5 .  
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re lating t o  the scientific proce s s  of inve stigation, 
and add material from newer aubscience s  such as 
oceanography and space science . ".1 
The teaching of mathe matics also has changed consid erably 
over the past years . Elements of add it ion are based on count­
ing ; subtraction come s next as the opposite of add it ion. Multi 
plication �s regarded  as  repeated add ition, and division as  re­
peated subtraction. Be s id e s  the bas ic operations , student s  
learn t o  measure time , weight , and apace . Fractions are met at 
an early age by d is covering the meaning of a dozen, a foot , or 
a quart . Roman numerals and decimal point s accompanied by pro­
blem solving are used to sharpen skills and increase comprehen-
sion. 
One e xample of a new method of learning arithmetic is be 
e xperimented with in the Public Schools of Roche ster,  New York. 
This is called structural arithmetic , deve loped by Catherine 
Stern .  The structural approach helps child ren to  determine the 
group to which a number fact be longs and to reconstruct the men 
tal picture that illustrate s  the s olution t o  this group of 
fact s .  The children work with materials that are not counters , 
but tons , or bundle s of sticks , but a series of blocks and other 
concrete numbers , and as  a re sult , they are able to  understand 
the concepts of abstract numbers and readily apply them to all 
computation. Drill is not admitted as a proper teaching tool 
1. He imler, Charle s H. , "New Directions for General Science , "  
Journal of Education, October  1961 . 
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with this method . The e xperiment will not be completed for 
another year, so the final re sults are yet unknown. Howe ver ,  
i t  appears that the child ren are ad vancing faster than under 
the old method . l 
Another e xperiment soon t o  be und ertaken in We st Irond e­
quoit put s some emphasis  on mathematics . Three schools in this 
area,  on� of them being Iroquoi s  Junior High, about whi ch this 
study i s  being made , will launeh an experimental project  known 
as the "Dual Progre ss  P lan . n  This plan allows pupils to  ad-
vance in science and mathemati c s  according to achieve ment apart 
from other subjects.  The pro gram was deve loped by Dr. George 
D .  Stodd ard , former State commis sioner of education. 2 
Although the pre sent trend toward reform of mathemati c s  
instruction and content i s  widely approved , there are some who 
di sagree , and argue that the people are being mi sguide d .  Dr . 
Morri s Kline , New York University' s mathematics  department 
chairman, state s :· 
"The pre sent trend of mathemati c s  instruction wil l  
re sult in inj ury to  the mathematical and s cientific 
development of our country. ") 
He also attacks the Commi s sion on Mathematics  of the College 
Entrance Examination Board , University of I llinois Committee on 
School Mathemati c s  and the School Mathematics  Study Group as 
1 .  Scanlon, Eloi se , Interview, April 16 , 1962 . 
2 .  Ed itors , "We st Te st ' Dual Progre s s  Plan' Unde 
Roche ster,  NYU Leadership ,  New York State Education 
January 1962 . ,  p. 47. 
- -
).  Ed itors , 11New Approach to  Math Teaching Mi sguided , "  
National Educat ion November 27,  19 61., p .  4 .  
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three chief offenders in the drive toward mod e rn mathematics.  
However,  regardle s s  of  the controversy, the new o r  mod ern 
methods seem to be here to stay, and only time will relate 
their  value. 
Be cause of the importance of e ffe ctive written communica-
tion in modern society, new efforts are being made  to improve 
the qual+ty of writing done by secondary school pupils. More 
attention by teachers to written composition work and handwrit­
ing has been made pos sible in some s chools by using teacher 
aide s  to help teachers corre ct and e valuate students ' papers. 
The United States Office of Education in its re cent pamphlet on 
progress of education informs us that : . 
"Several state s and national committe e s  are studying 
English programs at all leve ls, in an attempt to find 
ways of deve loping sequential English programs whi ch 
can be adapted  to the individual needs  of pupils in 
listening, speaking, reading , and writing."l 
Tod ay' s curriculum also inc lude s  a broad program of art , 
music ,  d ance and d rama instruction. It i s  now re cognized that 
child ren possess a natural d e sire for expression,  and thi s pro-
gram pro vide s an opportunity for e ach child to exe rcise  this 
natural desire. 
Parents and educators are not only aware of the need for a 
change in curri culum; they also see  the need of improvement in 
othe r areas . Moral and spiritual education has become a nation­
al and community intere st . Although Americans have always he ld 
1 .  United Stat e s  Office of Education ,  of  Public Educa­
tion in the United States, United States  Government 
p. 
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the d e ve lopment ot moral and spiritual value s to be a great and 
continuing aim of our home s and schools, the attention to the se 
values has increased gre atly in recent years. There are many 
reasons for this increased attent ion, such as the sharp upsurge 
in the d i vo rce  rate which has shaken family stability, and 
storie s of crime, violence ,  and greed flashed acro s s  the news­
papers and tele vi si on s creens whi ch have created a hazard to 
healthy moral and spiritual growth .  Finally, young people them 
selve s  are saying that they have not had enough help i n  learni 
how to get along with others and i n  find ing a purpose for 
The first responsi bi lity of teaching value s must lie wi 
the home, for only after a good found at ion has been laid by the 
parent s ,  can the s chools proceed with thei r  he lp . The Educa­
tional Policie s Commi s sion sugge sts the following ways the 
s chools can teach value s :  
1 .  Demonst rate respect for the ind i vidual chi ld . 
2 .  Provide  the example of teacher and school staff. 
3 .  Provide knowledge of the contributions, the , 
struggle s,  and the ideals of men of e ve ry age and 
land . 
4 .  P rovide training in seeking the truth . 
5. Provid e  experience in democrati c  group relations . 
6 .  De velop skills for meeting family, vocati onal, and 
civi c  responsibilitie s .  
7 .  Provid e guidance . l 
They also state:  
"By moral and spiritual value s we mean those value s 
which, when applied in human behavior, exalt and re­
fine life and bring it into accord with the standards 
of conduct that are approved in our d e mocratic  culture . "2 
1 .  Educational  Policies  Commi s s i on, Moral and Value s 
in the lie Schools ,  1951. , pp . 
2 .  
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This statement clearly shows the true be liefs of the American 
people and What they want fo� their children, a high set of 
moral and spiritual value s .  
Another area of national concern in our school systems 
falls under the head ing of Guidance. Guidance provide s  a firm 
be lief in t4e student as  an individual , and it  give s him an 
opportunity to d e ve lop according to hi s own abilitie s. The 
original function of guidance in our s chools was vocat ional pre 
paration. Now, its  role has expanded to include educational,  
s ocial, health and personal assistance . 
Guid ance programs for the most part are geared to help 
each chi ld find hi s place whether he be s low, ave rage , or 
bright . CarefUl steps are also  being taken to  kee p  from pin­
ning a labe l on a student because of the result of a fewttests.  
Today, in  most  large cities  guid ance programs have ex­
tended down to  the e lementary le vel  and up as far as ·adult 
educat+on. Most junior and senior high s chools are served by a 
full-time counse lor. These counselors are college graduate s  
who have had previous experience as  teachers and preparation in 
guidance ,  educational and occupational information,  counse ling 
technique s� tests  and measurements and psychology. Both 
counselors and psychologists  are included  as personne l  of the 
guidance d e partment. 
Too often guidance is  a s sociated only with problems. Thi s 
i s  not true ; in a recent article Herman J .  Peters , profe ssor of 
education and head of school counselors at Ohio State Uni ver­
sity, wrote �  
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"One of the primary aims of guid ance i s  to assist 
the individual to  und erstand better hi s abi lities 
and characteri sti c s  and to d o  this in a d irect 
manner, principally through counseling."l 
There is  one drawback to thi s program and that i s  that in some 
cities counselors rely only on testing to d etermine the future 
of a child .  Very often on�y one test i s  used and the testing 
programs are not centered toward the above . To alleviate thi s 
problem, we are informed by Goed eke that : 
"The maj ority of cities are using several test s when 
possible', rather than just one indi vidual test . Also 
couBselors refer to other school d epartments and to 
state employment services those who need to be tested 
for job aptitudes."2 
Finally, the counselor i s  in a strategic spot to  improve 
relationships between student s , parent s,  teacher s ,  and admin�­
strato�s . The guid ance program itself can contribute greatly 
to the growth and d evelopment of all the persons it comes , in 
contact with; it also can do much to stunt this growth . There­
fore, it becomes a very important part of our ever changing and 
growing educational trend . 
Although evid ence appears on every side of a great tid e of 
change that can carry the schools to  a new standard of excel-
lence, there i s  no as surance that thi s movement will �ucceed . 
Stud ent s, parent s,  teachers , administrators, school board s,  and 
taxpayers will have to make millions of correct d ecisions on 
1 .  P eter s ,  Herman J . , "Guid ance Trend s , "  The House, 
November 1961 . ,  vol .  3 6., p. 151. 
---
2 .  Goed eke, Thomas M., "What ' s  Going on in Guid ance, " The 
School Executive, April 1959. , p .  10. 
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road to excellence, which should always be uphill . There will 
be resistance from parent s who prefer the easy way and from 
educators reluctant to try any new way. It ' s  ne ver been e as y  
for any group t o  abandon ideas and practices o f  long standing ; 
thi s applie s  also to the teaching of the three R ' s through long 
and tedious memorizing . But this nation will be unable to hold 
its own in the years ahead unles s  the great change now beginni 
in public  ed ucation come s  into being .  It i s  the re sponsibility 
of every Amer�can to lend a hand in the strengthening of 
American e d ucation .  President Kennedy in his mes sage to Gong 
on education stated :  
"Our progre s s  a s  a nation can b e  no swifter than our 
progres s  in education. Our requi rements for world 
leadership ,  our hope s for economic growth, and the 
d emand s  of citi zenship itself in an era s uch as this 
all require the maximum deve lopment of every American ' s 
capacity. nl 
This summarizes  the need for excellence in ed ucation, and we as  
Americans and as parents can d o  much to fulfill this need . 
As an example of what i s  being d one in purs uit of excel­
lence , Dr . Henry Brickell has s ubmitted a report to the New York 
State Ed �cation Department entitled ,  New York State 
For Ed ucational This  report calls for the creation of a 
semi-autonomous Education Research Agency to  stimulate and ri n­
ance the de sign and rigorous evaluati on of new instructional 
programs for elementary and secondary schools . He further 
suggests that after a program has been d e s igned the agency 
27. 
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should put it  through an e laborate state-wide  fie ld te st to 
find out what it  will accomplish .  Once the program has been 
te sted he feels  the Agency should urge d i s semination of the 
program . 1 
Financial 
In America' s search for excelle nce in education another 
nagging problem i s  deeply entwined within this search. Changes 
in the curric ulum and i nnovati ons in method s to help reach the 
goal of quality in education are going to  require money. Where 
will the se large s ums of money come from? Shall the local com­
munities and the state s pay the bills , or shall the American 
public look to  the National Treasury as a source for the in­
creasing nee d s  of education? 
The underlying i s sue to the answer of who shall pay i s :  
shall the time-honored tradition of local control of the 
which reflect the community' s needs  and de sire s  in the educati 
of its children be scrapped in favor of a concept that could 
potentially lead to the loss  of that control to the Fed eral 
Government, which i s  a type of cont�o l  that might reflect what 
the nati on need s  and de sires in the education of its  children? 
One may see that the pursuit of excellence in education 
involve s the i s sue of control  of that pursuit . 
1 .  Bri cke ll , Henry M . , York State For Ed uca­
tional New York Education Change, 
Meeting~~~~- Needs 
echools 
0 
Organ~ New 
sta~e ~~Department, 1961. 
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The sums involved in financing education have become so  
great that it  i s  easy to cloud the i s sue by  announcing how 
much more money will be needed at some d ate in the future . The 
�oint i s  that , in constant dollars , we have about d oubled our 
expenditure on education every twenty years during this century 
Dr . Fred Beach, .  formerly of the Uni te a  State s  Office of Educa­
tion, give s this picture : 
"educational needs  in 197 0  will demand gove rnmental 
expenditure s of at least nine billion d ollars more 
than i s  currently going in. Public e le mentarr ana 
secondary education during the calendar year 1960) 
is costing approximately 16 billion dollars . "  
There i s  very little d i sagreement , if  any, over the total cost 
of education in America . Without d i ssension it i s  agreed that 
the American taxpayer will assume the high cost of the kina of 
educat ion that i s  desirable . The controversy rests in the 
method to be e mployed  to pay the bill s .  Will the Fed eral 
Government be appointed to pay in the name of the taxpayer,  ana 
in so  doing will the communitie s have to give up control of 
their  schools? 
The Nati onal Education Association ana the United States  
Education Office seem to be  the lead ers in the camp of Federal 
aid . Arrayed  against them are many businessmen,  Congres smen, 
Educators , school boards ,  ana farm groups . 
In 1961,  a report by a committee appointed by the United 
1. Morley� Felix ,  "Control,  Not Dollars , Is the Real School I s sue , ' Nation' s Bus ine s s ,  September 1960, pp . 27-28 . 
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Office of Education to examine the Office1s mis sion in educa-
tion stated , "We foresee an extension ·or t he active Fed eral 
role in education."1 This was just an opening statement. It 
goes on to  say: 
"The Federal Government must be prepared in the coming 
decade not only to cont inue and , where appropriate, to 
expanQ existing pro grams of aid to education;  it must 
also develop new avenues of as sistance and patterns 
of educat ional leadership . P2 
The educat ional s ignificance is not being overlooked 
either. 
"Not only is it the constitutional responsibility of 
the Fed�ral Government to conduct the foreign affairs 
of the Nation; it is almost equally evident that 
national observers are especially well qualified to 
asses s  the international d eficiencies of our d omest ic 
edupational system . "3 
In other word s ,  the Education Office is the only agency 
which has the perspective of viewing the whole of the education 
al scene in America .  In support of this belief the report 
cites the National Defense Education Act as  an example of where 
Federal id entificat ion of a weaknes s  in our d omestic system in 
relation t o  international affairs led to the inclusion of 
mod ern foreign language d evelopment in the Act.4 
1 .  United States Office of Education, "Report of the Committee 
on Mis sion and Organization of the United States Office of 
Education, "  Washington, D.C., United States Government 
Printing Office', April 1961 . ,  p .  3 . 
2. Ibid . ,  p. 41 . 
3o  '!'6Id ., P• 5 .  
4.  �ed States Office o f  Education, Ibid .,  p .  5 .  
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The National Ed ucation Association i s  pres sing hard for a 
federal bill from the pre sent 87th C ongre s s .  The proposed bill 
contains three key provi sions : 
1 .  
2 .  
to grant state s $2 .3 billion dollars over  the 
next three years for public schools , with the 
money to be used for either teachers ' salaries 
or school construction or both, d epending upon 
the desire s  or need s of the states ;  
to grant states  some 577 million d ollars over 
the next five years for college scholarships ; 
to expand present Federal loan programs for 
college dormitories . l 
In January 1962 i s sue of the National Ed ucation Journal ,  the 
National Education Ass ociation ' s Division of Federal Relations 
urges its members to s upport an all-ou� effort for s upport of 
thi s bill , favoring a strong system of public ed ucation. 2 
In support of this aid the following reasons are cited : 
1 .  to relieve classrooms and teachers shortage s ;  and 2 .  to 
provide  an adequate basis for quality ed uca�ion. 3 Needle s s  to 
say, the National Ed ucation As sociation has been seeking this 
federal s upport for many years . 
In support of the opposition, Barry Goldwater contend s that 
"Federal aid to  e d ucation ine vitably means federal control of 
education. "4 His logic i s  that standards and specifications 
were set down with the e stablishment of the National Defense 
1 .  President "Kennedyl s Special Message to cit . , p. 
2 .  Editor, "Federal Support , "  N.E .A .  Journal , 
Association, January 1962 . , p .  14 • 
• Ibid • 
• �water,  Barry, The Conscience of a Conservative ,  Shepard ­
ville , Kent ucky, p .  18 . 
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Education Act . Goldwater goe s on to  say that there are no less  
than twelve d irect controls in this act , the purpose being to  
persuade local educational institutions to  put greater e mphasi s 
on physical sciences and other related subjects.  The Fed eral 
Government is determining the content , and the control re sts in 
the granting or withholding of fund s . l 
Dr . Harley L .  Lutz, Profe ssor Emeritus of Public Finance 
at Princeton University, before a Senate committee in 1961 
stated , "The scope and cost of federal activities have expanded  
steadily, particularly, over the past quarter century. "2 He 
disputes  the advocate s of fede�al support who have relied on 
variou� federal action, back to the Ordinance of 1785, to con­
firm federal obligations ih the field of public education . He 
further claims that the Ordinance of 1785 and the Morrill Act 
1862 were passed not with free education in mind , but as an in-
ducement to settlers to come west , and to aid in the improve men 
of farming, re spectively. 
The question of where financial aid will come from in the 
fUture i s  still und ecided . For the time being ,  the states and 
the local communities  will continue to pay the maj or costs of 
education .  
In  conclusion,  it  has been noted that two issues face the 
American public in it s efforts to educate its children. One of 
1 .  Goldwater ,  Ibid . ,  p .  81 .  
2 .  Lutz, Dr . L . ,  Statement before the Senate Committee 
on Labor and Public Welfare , March 9 ,  1961 . 
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the se issue s i s  quality in education .  In  reviewing the 
literature on this i ssue we can readily see that the educationa 
scene i s  changing . No facet of the curriculum is  being ignored 
Each is  being held up to the light r'or examination in terms of 
its value and teaching method s ,  with our space age as the point 
of reference . Whether or not the se things will add up to  
quality in  education, one can only wait and see , but it  can be  
said we are trying . 
The second i s sue Which is  the financing of this space age 
education still need s to  be resolved . In review we have seen 
that this i s  an issue under great controversy and the implica­
tions are as great , if not greater, than the implications in­
volved with our search for educational exce llence . One· can ' t  
help wondering whether o r  not the tree  of education will 
continue to bear its fine fruits ,  if the roots of authority are 
disturbed too  greatly by this financial controversy. 
33 . 
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CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE 
A six-page form was prepared for gathering data. Four 
page s were devoted to a series of statements ( see Appendix B) 
that would sample parents • reactions and opinions toward s the 
curriculum� moral and spiritual value s ,  and guid ance in the 
Iroquois School, We st Irondequoit School District #3. There 
was a total of 25 statement s on thi s part . The pare nts were 
reque sted in the d irections to  circle a number that would best 
refle ct their thinking concerning the statement ; such as , 1 .  
agree strongly; 2 .  incline d t o  agree ; 3. undecid e d ;  4 .  inclined 
to disagree ; 5 .  disagree strongly. An open area was left at 
the end of  each statement and the re spondent s were reque sted to 
make comment s if  they felt s o  inclined . 
Page five was d e voted to three que stions ; the first being ,  
"What d o  you cons id er t o  be the strengths of the Iroquois Schoo 
program? " the second , "What d o  you consider to be the weakne s se 
of the I roquois  School program? " and the third , "What change s ,  
if any, would you like t o  see in this program? " These que sti 
were d irected to the parents in an attempt to e licit their 
personal opinions concerning the school program . 
The last page was d ire cted toward s finding the educational 
background of both parent s and the type of employment e ach 
parent i s  engaged i n .  
In November 1961,  a pilot stud y  was made i n  the author' s 
sixth grade at Iroquois  School . This was d one in an attempt to 
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ascertain whether the opinionaire was clear in direction and 
content . Twenty-four opinionaire s were sent home with the 
pupils and all were returned with encouraging result s ,  indica­
ting no need for change . 
In January 1962 , a total of 409 opinionaire s were sent out 
to the parents of the children in grade s  five through eight . 
The teachers were asked to as sist in the follow-up , and by the 
end of January a total of 294 were returned . This repre sented 
72 . 7  percent of the total . 
The re sults were tabulated three time s . For the first 
tabulation they were divided into two groups . The criteria for 
thi s divi sion was the educational leve l  of the parent s .  In 
re viewing the opinionaire s ,  it was found that many of the 
parents had completed only up to two years of college and many 
of these had only technical training . The remainder had com­
pleted college , and some had d one postgraduate work. So , in an 
attempt to give an idea of the educational background of the 
respondents  and to provide for a comparison of answers ,  the 
division was made  at the le ve l  of two years of college . These 
two groups will be referred to as Group A and Group B .  Group A 
will contain those respondents whose educationa+ preparation wa 
two years of college or le s s .  Group B contains those respon­
dents who se educational preparation was more than two years of 
college . After this was completed , each group was tabulated 
separately and then both groups were combined for a total 
tabulation. 
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Group A had a total of 123 respondents or 41. 8  percent of 
the entire number . In order to determine the number of 
re spondent s who agreed or di sagreed or were undecided on each 
of the twent y-five statement&, the following proced ure was 
followed for each opinionaire . The total number gi ven in 
re sponse { 1-5) for each statement by each respondent was tallie 
and then converted into percent s ,  so  there was a total percent 
for every response to e very statement . In order to facilitate 
the reporting and still have the d ata remain valid , the 
categories  were reduced to three : 1 .  those who agree ; 2 .  those 
who di sagree ; and 3 . those who are undecided4 
The same procedure was followed for Group B for the second 
tabulation. This group had a total of 171 re spond ent s or 58 . 2  
percent of the entire number of re spondents . 
Third ly, by combining the totals for Group A and Group B,  
a final total and percent for each statement was obtained . 
The reporting of the data will follow this pattern.  Each 
statement will be written, and the total percent for each 
re sponse given in answer will be reported . Percents for Groups 
A and B will be given also . 
Comments made  by the respondent s to each statement were 
also recorded . This was done to ascertain the general feeling 
of the re spondents concerni ng the stateme nt . An attempt will 
made to summari ze this fee ling and will be reported  in the 
analysi s .  
' ii 
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Comment s on the strengths and weakne sse s  were re corded  
under the headings of  curriculum and staff . This also  applie s  
t o  the final statement concerning changes o r  additions t o  the 
program . An attempt will also be made to list the comments 
most frequently made by both groups in re sponse to the three 
que stions appearing on page five of the opinionaire . 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS 
The West I rondequoit School District #3 i s  one of two 
school d i stri ct s  in the Town of Irondequoit . The town with 
its population of approximately 55, 000 people i s  a suburb of 
the City of Rochester, New York . It i s  primarily a re siden­
tial community with nothing that might be c lassified as 
heavy or light industry. 
The school di strict embrace s  the area that i s  the west­
ern part of the town. Thi s di strict typifie s  a decentra­
lized approach towards school  buildings and facilitie s .  
There are ten elementary schools that house grade s  kind er­
garten through three scattered throughout the di strict . 
Three junior high schools ,  housing grade s  four through ei  
continue the neighborhood theme . Centrally located to  the 
whole di strict i s  the high school, housing grad e s  nine 
through twelve . The 1 following survey i a  concerned with one 
of the se schools , n�ely, Iroquois School,  a junior high 
school housing grade s  four through eight . 
Iroquois School i s  the junior high designated to pro­
vide the e ducation for the student s  living in the northern 
part of the district . Its students come from four of the 
neighborhood s chools after completing kindergarten through 
the third grade . 
The program that i s  offered to the e lementary students 
i s  broad and varied . The basic sub e ct s  are t t in a sel  
I 38. 
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contained classro om .  Physical education, music ,  art and foreign 
languages are also taught . 
The junior high school  program has three tracks ( acceler­
ate d ,  college and non-college ) that attempt to provide for 
individual differences .  Spe cial subjects  such as physical 
e ducation , industrial art s ,  home e conomics  and foreign languages 
are taught , and e le ctives are available in music .  Clubs and 
intramural programs round out the after- school activities . 
While conducting this survey, it was found that 41 . 8  per­
cent of the parents who re sponded  to the opinionaire had 
completed fourteen years of e ducation or le a s . The remaining 
58 . 2% of these respondent s  had completed more than 14 years of 
e ducation, ranging up to the Doctoral leve l .  These percent s  
tended to show a rather high educational leve l  among the parents 
in this are a .  Another contributing factor that helped to shed 
light on understanding the people that this school serve s was 
the type of employment that the parents are engaged in . 
Of the re spondents replying to the opinionaire , it was 
found that 44 . 2  percent were engaged in profe ssional activities ,  
chiefly in  the sciences .  The next largest group or  29 . 2  per­
cent wa�'' engaged in industrial activitie s .  Under the 
classification of sales ,  clerical and service field s  there were 
19 . 8  percent so employed . The smalle st group 3 . 7  percent 
consisted of those  who own businesses  or are officers in variou 
private concerns . Only 4 . 1  percent of the respondents left 
thi s question blank . Each of the classifications was arrived 
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at by the job title that each parent reported , and by comparing 
the title s to national occupation books . 
This brief resume of the community, the schools ' program 
and the parents '  occupations and educat1onal level has been 
given in order to provide the reader  with some orientation to  
the following statements that made  up the survey.  
40. 
On the following page e table s are presented  to show the 
number of people who responde d  to the twenty-five statements 
( see appendix B)  and the percent s  for e ach response . On the se 
table s Group A represents the parents whose education is le ss  
than fourteen years . Group B repre sents  the parents with 
education beyond fourteen years . 
Table I shows the total response s  of group A and B for 
each of the twenty-five statements . 
Table II shows the total re sponses  of group A and B in 
percents for e ach of the twenty-five statements . 
Table III shows the total response s  of group A for each of 
the twenty-five statement s .  
Table I V  shows the total re sponse s  of group A in percents 
for each of the twenty-five statements .  
Table V shows the total re sponse s  of group B for e ach of 
the twenty-five statements .  
Table VI shows the total response s  in percents  of group B 
for each of the twenty-five statements .  
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TABLE I 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PEOPLE RESPONDING TO EACH ITEM 
ACCORDING TO TYPE OF RESPONSE 
Item agree incl to undecided incl to disagree 
strongly agree d i sagree strongly 
1 2 3 5 
1 22 49 9 96  118 
2 261 3 0  2 1 0 
3 241 47 1 3 2 
4 215 64 7 8 0 
5 47 117 29 72 29 
6 38 84 51 93 28 
7 94 124 40 25 11 
8 217 67  7 3 0 
9 109 123 40 14 8 
10 132 8 6  50 18 8 
11 184 79 10 18 3 
12 163 107 10 14 0 
13 196 90 6 2 0 
14 241 45 5 3 0 
15 234 54 3 2 1 
16 159 9 1  24 16 4 
17 . 68 114 40 60 12 
18 39 53 26 97 79 
19 238 48 4 3 1 
20 55 63 35 92 49 
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TABLE I ( continued )  
Item agree incl to  undecided incl to  disagree 
strongly agree di sagree strongly 
1 2 3 5 
21 240 45 2 7 0 
22 17 12 11 9.8 156 
23 35 85 49 66 59 
24 161 9 2  29 11 1 
25 217 66 6 3 2 
43, 
TABLE II 
TOTAL PERCENT OF TOTAL GROUP RESPONDING TO EACH ITEM 
ACCORBING TO TYPE OF RESPONSE 
Item agree incl to undecided  incl to  di sagree 
strongly agree d i sagree strongly 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 7 . 48 16' . 66 3 . 0 6  32 . 64 40 . 16 
2 88 . 78 10 . 20 '  . 68 . 34 0 
3 8 1 . 9 8  15 . 9 8  . 34 1 . 02 . 68 
4 73 . 14 21 .76 2 . 38 2 . 72 0 
5 15 . 9 8  39 . 82 9 . 86 24. 48 9 . 86 
6 12 .92  28 . 56 17 . 34 31 . 66 9 . 52 
7 3 1 . 9 6  42 . 20 13 . 60 8 . 50 3 . 74 
8 73 . 8 2  22 . 78 2 . 38 1 . 02 0 
9 37 . 10 41 . 82 13 . 60 4 . 76 2 . 72 
10 44 . 92 29 . 24 17 . 00 6 . 12 2 . 72 
11 62 . 60 26 . 8 6  3 o 40 6 . 12 1 . 02 
12 55. 46 3 6 . 38 3 . 40 4 . 76 0 
13 66 . 68 30 . 60 2 . 04 . 68 0 
14 8 1 . 98 15 .30 1 . 70 1 . 02 0 
15 79 . 60 18 . 3 6  1 . 02 • 68 . 34 
16 54. 10 30 . 94 8 . 16 5 . 44 1 . 3 6  
17 23 . 16 38 . 7 6  13 . 60 20 . 40 4 . 08 
18 13 . 26 18 . 02 8 . '84 33 . 02 2 6 . 8 6  
19 80 . 9 6  1 6 . 32 1 .3 6  1 . 02 . 34 
20 18 . 70 21 . 42 11 . 90 3 1 . 3 2  1 6 . 66 
II !I 44. 
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TABLE II { continued ) 
Item agree incl to und ecided incl to d isagree 
strongly agree d i sagree strongly 
1 2 3 5 
21 81 . 64 15. 3 0  . 68 2 . 38 0 
22 5 . 78 4 . 08 3 . 74 33 . 32 53 . 08 
23 11 . 94 28 . 9 0  16. 66 22 . 44 20. 06 
24 54 - 78 3 1 . 28 9 . 8 6  3 . 74 . 34 
25 73 . 82 22.44 2 . 04 1 . 02 . 68 
I 
I 
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TABLE III 
TOTAL NUMBER OF GROUP .A RESPONDING TO EACH ITEM 
ACCORDING TO TYPE OF RESPONSE 
Item agree incl to undecided incl to d i sagree 
strongly agree disagree strongly 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 15 30 6 37  35 
2 106 16 0 1 0 
3 104 16 0 1 2 
4 91 26 3 3 0 
5 16 56 11 29 11 
6 25 34 31 28 5 
7 45 49 16 10 3 
8 84 37  1 1 0 
9 48 44 24 5 2 
10 46 41 24 6 6 
11 84 28 4 7 0 
12 69 43 6 5 0 
13 77 44 2 0 0 
14 103 17 3 0 0 
15 102 17 2 1 1 
16 77 32 7 7 0 
17 39 49 16 17 2 
18 16 25 11 47 24 
19 95 24 1 2 1 
20 34 39 14 28 8 
47 .. 
TABLE III ( continued ) 
Item agree incl to  undecided incl t o  d i sagree 
strongly agree d i sagree strongly 
2 3 5 
21 99 21 2 1 0 
22 9 4 6 44 60 
23 18 40 24 24 17 
24 61 48 11 3 0 
25 85 35 1 1 1 
l 
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TABLE IV 
TOTAL PERCENT �F GROUP A RESPONDING TO EACH ITEM 
AOCORDING TO TYPE OF RESPONSE 
Item agree inc1 to undecided incl to di sagree 
strongly agree disagree strongly 
1 4 5 
1 12 . 20 24 .Jl 4 . 88 30 . 15 28 . 46 
2 86 . 18 13 . 01 0 . 81 0 
3 84. 55 13 . 01 0 . 8 1  1 . 63 
4 74.00 21 . 14 2 .43 2 .43 0 
5 13 . 01 45 . 53 8 . 94 23 . 58 8 . 94 
6 20 . 33 27 . 64 25 . 21 22 . 76 4 . 06  
7 36 . 59 39 . 84 13 .01 8 . 13 2 .43 
8 68 . 29 30 • .09 . 81 . 81 0 
9 39 . 03 35. 77 19 . 51 4 .06 1 . 63 
10 3 8 . 21 3 2 . 52 19 . 51 4 . 88 4. 88 
11 68 .30 22 . 76 3 . 25 5 . 69 0 
12 56 . 10 34. 9 6  4 . 88 4 .06  0 
13 62 . 60 35. 77 1 . 63 0 0 
14 83 . 75 13 . 82 2 .43 0 0 
15 82 .93 13 . 82 1 . 63 • 8 1  . 81 
16 62 . 60 26 . 02 5 . 69 5 . 69 0 
17 3 1 . 70 39 . 84 13 . 01 13 . 82 1 . 63 
18 13 . 01 20 .33 8 . 94 3 8 . 21 19 . 51 
19 77 . 24 19 . 51 . 8 1  1 . 63 . 81 
20 27 . 64 31 . 71 11 . 37 22 . 76 6 . 52 
2 3 
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TABLE IV ( continued )  
Item agree incl to und ecided incl to disagree 
strongly agree disagree strongly 
1 2 3 
21 80 .49 17 .07 1 . 63 . 81 0 
22 7 . 32 3 . 25 4 . 88 35 . 77 48 . 78 
23 14. 64 32 . 52 19 . 51 19 . 51 13 . 82 
24 49 . 61 39 .02 8 . 94 2 . 43 0 
25 69 . 11 28 . 46 . 81 . 81 . 81 
Item 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
TABLE V 
TOTAL NUMBER OF GROUP B RESPONDING TO EACH ITEM 
agree 
strongly 
1 
7 
155 
137 
124 
3 1  
13 
49 
133 
61 
8 6  
100 
94 
119 
138 
132 
82 
29 
23 
143 
21 
ACCORDING TO TYPE OF RESPONSE 
incl to und ecided incl t o  
agree di sagree 
2 3 
19 3 59 
14 2 0 
3 1  1 2 
38 4 5 
61 18 43 
5o 20 65 
75 24 15 
30 6 2 
79 16 9 
45 26 12 
51 6 11 
64 4 9 
46 4 2 
28 2 3 
37 1 1 
59 17 9 
65 24 43 
28 15 50 
24 3 1 
24 21 64 
d i sagree 
strongly 
5 . 
83 
0 
0 
0 
18 
23 
8 
0 
6 
2 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
4 
10 
55 
0 
41 
so . 
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TABLE V ( continued ) 
Item agree incl to undecided incl to d i sagree 
strongly agree disagree strongly 
1 2 3 5 
21 141 24 0 6 0 
22 8 8 5 54 96 
23 ' 17 45 25 42 42 
24 100 44 18 8 1 
25 132 31 5 2 1 
I C 
TABLE VI 
TOTAL PERCENT OF GROUP B RESPONDING TO EACH ITEM 
ACCORDING TO TYPE OF RESPONSE 
Item agree incl to undecided incl to di sagree  
strongly agree di sagree strongly 
1 2 3 5 
1 4 .09 11 . 11 1 . 79 34 .50 48 . 51 
2 90 . 65 8 . 19 1 . 16 0 0 
3 80 . 13 18 . 13 . 58 1 . 16 0 
4 72 .51 22 . 22 2 . 35 2 .92  0 
5 18 . 13 35 . 66 10 . 53 25. 15 10 . 53 
6 7 -59 29 . 20 11 . 60 38 . 22 13 . 39 
7 28 . 65 43 . 87 14 . 03 8 . 77 4 . 68 
8 77 . 78 17 . 54 3 .52 1 . 16 0 
9 35. 67 45 . 79 9 . 76  5 . 26 3 .52 
10 50 . 32  26 .31  15 . 20 7 . 01 ·1 . 16 
11 58 .44 29 . 83 3 . 52 6 .42 1 . 79 
12 55 . 95 36 .44 2 . 35 5 . 26 0 
13 69 . 82 26 . 67 2 . 35 1 . 16 0 
14 80 . 62 16 .43 1 . 16 1 . 79 0 
15 77 -32 21 . 52 . 58 . 58 0 
16 48 .99 34 .46 9 . 94 5 . 26 2 . 35 
17 16 . 85 38 . 22 14 . 03 25 .32  5 .58 
18 13 .45 16 .45 8 . 77 29 . 24 32 . 09 
19 83 . 60 14. 03 1 . 79 .58 0 
20 12 . 28 14. 03 12 . 28 3 7 . 43 23 . 98 
µ, 
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TABLE VI ( continued ) 
Item agree incl to  undecided incl to d i sagree 
strongly agree d i sagree strongly 
1 2 3 5 
21 82 .45 14 . 03 0 3 . 52 0 
22 4 . 68 4. 68 2 . 92 3 1 .58 56 . 14 
23 9 . 94 26 .42 14 . 62 24 . 51 24 . 51 
24 58 . 44 25 . 82 10 .48 4 . 68 . 58 
25 77 . 21 18 . 13 2 .92 1 . 16 . 58 
The following twenty-five statements were prepared in 
order to ascertain the parent reactions toward s curriculum, 
moral and spiritual values ,  and guidance at the Iroquois  School 
in We st Irondequoit , Roche ster , New York. 
In order to achieve this purpose statements one through 
thirteen are dire cted  toward curriculum, statements fourteen 
through nineteen are aimed at moral and spiritual value s ,  and 
statements twenty through twenty-five are d irected toward 
guidance .  
Following each statement the responses  of the total group -
294 and of the individual groups , group A - 123 , group B - 171 
are reported in percent s .  These  percents were arrived at by 
combining those  who agreed  strongly with the statement and 
those  who were inclined to agree . Those who d i sagreed and those  
who were inclined to d i sagree were also  combined .  Those who 
were undecided made  up the tbird category .  
Following e ach statement i s  an item analysi s ,  and summary 
of the comments made by the re spondents  to the respective 
statements .  
54 . 
Item 1 .  If  a child has mastered  reading ,  writing ,  spelling and 
arithmetic , and has learned how to study, the task of 
the school has been fulfilled . 
Total Group Group A Group B 
123 171 
Agree 24 . 14% 3 6 . 50% 15 . 20% 
Disagree 72 .80% 58 . 61% 83 . 01% 
Undecided 
Total 100 . 00% 100 . 00% 100 . 00% 
An overwhelming majority of the respondents fe lt that the 
school ' s  task was not completed when a child had mastered what 
is  generally considered the basics in education. 
A further b�eakdown of percents  according to groups 
indicate that a greater percentage of respondents in Group A 
felt that the schools task was completed after mastery of the 
basics . 
COMMENTS: 
The majority of the respondents who felt that the s chool' s 
task was not completed after teaching the 3R ' s  commented most 
frequently that the school has the responsibility often of 
teaching the child responsibility, how to reason, and how to get 
along with others . Two respondent s  summed thi s up by saying , 
"Education has just begun" and "There is  more to an education 
than the se items . "  
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Item 2 . In add ition to learning and reciting assigned les sons , 
pupils should be taught how to  secure and interpret 
facts .  
Total Group Group A Group B 
123 171 
Agree 98 . 98% 99 . 19% 98 . 84% 
Disagree  - 34% . 81% • O% 
Undecided . 68% 
Total 100 . 00% 100 . 00% 100 . 00% 
As one can readi ly see a huge majority of the respondents 
felt that the teaching of how to secure facts  and interpret 
them was important . 
COMMENTS: 
The summary of the comments to this statement shows that 
most are in agreement that this should be considered  a very 
important facet of education. 
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Item 3 .  A stud ent should be taught t o  get information on all 
side s  of a controversial question before forming his 
opinion. 
Total Group Group A Group B 
123 
Agree 97 .96% 97 . 56% 98 . 26% 
Disagree 1 . 70% 2 .44% 1 . 16% 
Undecided . 34% o% 
Total 100 . 00% 100 . 00% 100 , 00% 
The re spondents agree almost unanimously that the school 
should teach children to secure information .on all sides  of a 
controversial issue . 
COMMENTS: 
Though there was no doubt that all sid e s  should be 
considered  before opinions are formed , some respondents  felt 
that sometimes too much information can be confusing, so 
caution should be taken to point out the important factors . 
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Item 4. Pupils should be required to fini sh as signments or 
other work which they have started . 
Total Group Group A Group B 
123 171 
Agree 94 . 90% 95. 14% 94. 73% 
Disagree 2 . 72% 2. 43% 2 . 92% 
Undecided 
Total 100 . 00% 100 . 00% 100 . 00% 
The re spondents  as a whole believe that once an assignment 
or some other work i s  started it should be completed . 
COMMENTS : 
The comments to this item ind icated that if work i s  not 
completed in the alloted time a mark should be given to lower 
the grade . However,  several commented that extenuating cir­
cumstances  such as illne s s  should be  taken into consideration . 
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Item 5 .  Pupils  should be permitted to participate in planned 
extra curricular activities ,  even though they may not 
be doing satisfactory work in their  classroom stud ie s .  
Total Group Group A Group B 
123 171 
Agre� 55 . 80% 58 . 54% 53 . 79% 
Disagree 34-34% 32 . 52% 35. 68% 
Undecided 9 . 8 6% 10 . 53% 
Total 100 . 00% 100 . 00% 100 . 00% 
It appears that a slight majority is in favor of permit 
their children to participate in extra activities  regardles s  of 
their classroom succes s .  Both groups A and B seem t o  share 
thi s view. 
COMMENTS : 
Those in favor of this statement agree with s ome reserva­
tions . Generally speaking , academic progre s s  overshadows other 
activities in importance .  However,  stre s s  is made on the point 
that individual cases  may vary. Some respondents  feel  that even 
though a child may not be capable of d oing satisfactory work he 
may benefit from these extra activitie s .  On the other  hand , 
those who di sagreed  felt that activities  should be pe rmitted 
only after the basics are mastered , and some felt that the se 
should come after school work and not take preference over it . 
The se  comments  are repre sentative of both Groups A and B .  
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Item 6 .  The school should emphasize preparation for adult 
activitie s ,  such as family life and recreation.  
Total Group Group A Group B 
123 171 
Agree 41 .48% 47 .97% 36 . 29% 
Dis agree 41 . 18% 26 . 82% .51 . 61% 
Und ecided 
Total 100 . 00% 100 . 00% 100 . 00% 
The total group appears to be split on this statement . In 
the breakdown. a larger percent of group A agree with the state­
ment as compared to  group B.  However,  a larger percent in 
group A are undecided as compared t o  group B.  
COMMENTS: 
Most of the respondent s from group A who agreed with the 
s tatement agreed with some reservations for they qommented that 
the school should contribute to  this preparation, but primarily 
it is  a responsibility of the home . One re spondent stated ,  
"This i s  the function of the home primarily but not exc1usi vely, 
another said , 11he +p as the need arise s to  point these things 
out . "  One showed some concern by saying , "with more teen age 
marriages this might be he lpful . " Those of group A who dis­
agreed  with the statement stated , that thi s i s  a family respon 
bility, or said recreation - ye s ,  but family life - no . Some 
felt that a good school program probably give s a child much 
preparation for adult life , but this should not be the primary 
objective of school . 
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Item 7 .  Appropriate sex instruction should be given to all 
pupils . 
Total Group Group A Group B 
123 
Agree 74 . 16% 76 . 43% 72 . 52% 
Disagree 12 . 24% 10 .56% 13 . 45% 
Undecided  13 . 60% 13 . 0 1% 
T.otal 100 . 00% 100 . 00% 100 .00% 
It seems that an overwhelming maj ority regardless  of the 
group seem to  fee l  that sex instruction should be provided for A  
I COMMENTS : 
The respondents  generally fee l  that sex instruction should 
be given, but th� school should cooperate with the home . One 
respondent felt that the material that was to be pre sented  
should be  submitted to  the parents first . Another said that 
this could be handled within the framework of a Biology course . 
Others seem to fee l  �hat it should not be attempted in a mixed 
group . Repeatedly it was stated that the school should cooper­
ate with the parents if and when a program of sex instruction 
was e stablished . 
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Item 8 .  The school should develop in every student an in­
telligent interest in world affairs . 
Total Group Group A Group B 
123 171 
Agree 96 . 60% 98 . 38% 95 . 32% 
Disagree 1 .02% . 81% 1 . 16% 
Undecided  2 . 38% . 81% 
Total 100 . 00% 100 . 00% 100 . 00% 
An overwpelming number of re spondents as a total group 
and as an individual group agreed  with thi s statement . 
COMMH:NTS: 
Re spondent s '  comments ran in this general vain. "An 
absolute must in this  day and age ; 1' "our world i s  getting 
smaller ,  lets  get to know more and more about its people and 
governments ; " "this tend s  to  make better citizens of tomorrow. " 
One respondent summed  it up briefly by saying , "Obviously. " 
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Item 9 .  The school should engage in experimentation t o  improve 
education. 
Total Group Group A Group B 
123 
Agree 78 .92% 74 .80%' 81 .46% 
Disagree 7 .48%' 5 . 69% 8 . 78% 
Undecided 19 . 51%' 9 . 76% 
Total 100 . 00%' 100 . 00% 100 . 00% 
It appears that a large majority of the re spondents favor 
experimentation to  improve education. 
COMMENTS: 
Although a maj ority agreed to  this statement, many were 
skeptical and expres sed  their fee lings by saying, "as long as 
it doe sn' t interfere with the teaching program; 11 "sometime s 
this takes on the air of redecorating the house to  re lieve 
teacher boredom with the old routine ; " "is it necessary for 
children to be guinea pigs for their whole s chool life ; "  "it 
can be overdone ; "  "within reason and never just for the sake of  
change . "  One parent who disagreed stated his feeling by saying , 
"Go ahead and experiment but not on my child . "  These comments 
apply to both groups . 
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Item 10 . Foreign languages should be taught in the elementary 
grades . 
Total Group Group A Group B 
123 171 
Agree  74 . 16% 70 . 73% 76 . 63% 
Disagree  8 . 84% 9 . 76% 8 . 17% 
Undecided  
Total 100 .00% 100 . 00% 100 . 00% 
In the over all totals a large majority fee l  that the 
foreign languages should be taught in the elementary leve l .  
However, there seems t o  b e  a significant percent that is un­
decided in both group s .  
COMMENTS: 
The comments range from, "Wonderfull " to  "Mastery of' the 
3R ' s  in the lower  grade s  i s  enough. " Those who are in favor 
state , 11 At least an introduction; " "the earlier the better ; '' 
"only for children who want it and can accept it . "  Those  who 
opposed stated , " just another pre ssure for young children, " 
"a waste of time . "  Generally, these  re spondents  felt that the 
children had plenty of time for this when they reached high 
school age . 
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Item 11 . Hygiene and cleanlines s  should be taught in the 
schools . 
Total Group Group A Group B 
123 
Agree 89 .46% 91 .06% 88 . 27% 
Disagree 7 . 14% 5 . 69% 8 . 21% 
Undecided 
Total 100 . 00% 100 . 00% 100 � 00% 
A large maj ority of both groups agreed that hygiene should 
be taught in the schools . Only a very small percent d isagreed . 
COMMENTS: 
Some of the re spondents  felt that the teachers could exert 
more influence on the child in this area than the parents could 
However ,  they also  expressed the opinion that the home should 
share in this responsibility too . As one re spondent said , 
"What i s  started at home should be followe d  through in the 
school . "  
These comments were expres se d  from both group A and group 
B. 
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Item 12 . The school should give all pupils experience in work­
ing with their hands in such activities as d rawing , 
Agree  
Disagree 
Unde_cided 
Total 
painting , clay modeling, weaving , wood and metal work 
and ceramics .  
Total Group Group A Group B 
123 
91 . 84% 91 . 06% 92 . 39% 
4 . 76% 4 .06% 5 . 26% 
�!!:2!. 
100 . 00% 100 . 00% 100 . 00% 
Both groups fee l  strongly that the school should provide 
some of the se experiences . 
COMMENTS: 
Group A and B both seem to feel  that exposure to  these  
experiences is  de sirable . One re spondent stated ,  "This gives 
them a chance to use  their hand s as well as their head s . "  Many 
felt that this should fall in the realm of opportunity rather 
than compulsory. One respondent said , "In the future of automa 
tion this could be future hobbies  for those students who might 
never take the time out from a busy schedule to  do  thi s on thei 
own. "  A great many parents from both groups felt that this 
could be a way in which to  discover a talented child and en­
courage him to deve lop that talent . On the other hand the 
percent who disagreed  felt that thi s could prove frustrating to 
some children. Their feelings all summed up by thi s parent ' s  
statement , "All children are not of one mold and all chi ldren 
are not intere sted in using the hand craft s ,  when forced upon 
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Comments ( continued from Item 12 ) : 
them they become d i scouraged and thi s could create a lasting 
problem. "  
I tem 13 . In school everyone should learn through experience 
how to share effective ly in group planning ana 
action.  
Total Group Group A Group B 123 171 
Agree 97 . 28% 98 . 37% 96 .49% 
Disagree . 68% O% 1 . 16% 
Undecided 1 . 63% 2 . 35!_ 
Total 100 . 00% 100 . 00% 100 . 00% 
Both groups are nearly in complete agreement that this i s  
an important function of  the school . 
COMMENTS : 
There were very few re sponse s  to comments from either 
group on this statement . However,  those who d id comment 
ind icated that individuality should be stre s sed  als o .  They 
also recogni zed that this is  one of the practical aspects of 
life and that the children need this experience . 
291, 
Item 14 . All pupils should be taught to recognize and respe ct 
the right s of other races and religions . 
Total Group Group A Group B 
123 
Agree 9 7 . 28% 97 . 57% 97 . 05% 
Disagree 1 .02% O% 1 . 79% 
Undecided 1 . 70% 
Total 100 . 0 0% 100. 00% 100 . 00% 
Both groups A and B agree unanimously with this statement . 
COMMENTS: 
Again the general feeling from both groups is that this  i s  
a shared responsibility. The home , church, and school should 
each take a share of the responsibility. One respondent said , 
"Especially since some unfortunately learn the contrary at home 
from family, and friend s and have no other way of learning 
tolerance . "  Another stated , nr fee l  very strongly about thi s ;  
for only through knowledge or  the culture and background and 
morals of those who believe differently and are of different 
race s will be achieve any tolerance . "  One deplored the fact 
that the children can only gain knowledge but have little or no 
opportunity to practi ce what they have learned . 
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Item 15. The s chool should d evelop in every pupil a strong 
sense of responsibility for the welfare ·of the school, 
community, state and nation .  
Total Group Group A Group B 
123 171 
Agree 97 .96% 9 6. 75% 98 . 84% 
Disagree 1 .;02% 1 . 62% . 58% 
Undecided 
Total 100 . 00% 100 .00% 100 . 00% 
The response s  to this statement by both groups were over-
whelming1y favorable . 
COMMENTS: 
In general the respondents felt that this obj ective was 
undeniably a function of the s chool,  however , they expressed a 
feeling that the home should have a part in this . One respon­
dent said , "This i s  the basis on which our country was founded ; " 
and more succinctly, "A basic  reason for school . " 
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Item 16 . School should instill the habit of prompt , cheerful 
obedience in all pupils . 
Total Group Group A Group B 
123 171 
Agree 8.5 . 04% 88 . 62% 83 . 45% 
Disagree 6 . 80% .5. 69% 7 · 61% 
Undecided .5 . 69% 
Total 1oo . oo% 100 . 00% 100 . 00% 
Both groups agree that school should work toward s develop­
ing obedience in all pupils . 
COMMENTS : 
Even though both groups agreed with this statement the 
comments were varied . A great many parent s  felt that this 
could be carried  too far or that it could develop into blind 
obedience . This i s  ably expres sed by one parent , "but , not 
blind , unthinking obedience such as i s  expected and d emanded 
in dictatorship ; "  or still again a parent states , "It must be 
tempered with thinking , reasoning and realizing the need . "  
Then there were tho se parents who felt that this i s  both 
nece s sary and important . One re spondent stated , "More disci­
pline i s  needed both in the school and in  the home . "  Sti ll 
another took a more optimistic view by stating , "This would be 
wonderful, but i s  it possible? " 
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Item 17 . The school should teach every pupil to  know how to 
act appropriately in social situations . 
Total Group Group A Group B 
171 
Agree 61 . 92% 71 . 54% 55.07% 
Disagree 24.48% 15 .45% 30 . 90% 
Undecid ed  
T9tal 100 . 00% 100 .00% 100 . 00% 
I t  appe ars that a maj ori�y as a whole agree with thi s  
atatement . Yet ,  Group A has a larger ma j ority that agree than 
doe s group B. In group A there i s  a significant number that 
disagree or are undecided , but in group B there i s  a much 
larger percentage in thi s category. 
COMMENTS: 
The re spond ent s of group A who agre e d  with this statement 
did so  enthusiastically. One stated ,  "Every school should have 
a class t o  teach pupils how to act in social situations . "  
Still another said � "So they, the pupils , can in turn teach 
their parents . " Those of group A who circled  d isagree or un­
decided felt that this was not a basic  function of the school 
or that the home should shoulder some of this re sponsibi lity 
too . 
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Item 18 . The teaching of morality i s  not a re sponsibility of 
the schools . 
Total Group Group A Group B 
123 171 
Agree 3 1 � 28% 33 . 34% 29 . 90% 
Disagree 59 .,88% 5.1 .}2% 61 . 33% 
Undecided 8 .94% 8 . 77% 
Tot�l 100 . 00% 100 ._00% lOQ . OO% 
A majority in both groups A and B ,  d isagreed with this 
statement indicating that they feel  this is a responsibility of 
the school .  
COMMENTS:  
Both groups seem to  feel that the school can d o  much to  
assist the home in  thi s area . Many felt that the home, school 
and church share in this re sponsibility, and that the teachers 
can do  much to as$ist t�em through good example and hone sty. 
One parent wrote , "Home training is first , but should b� applied 
in the attitude of the teacher . "  Still another wrote , "Mora.lit 
should be stre ssed whenever t�e occasion demand s it , both in 
school and at home . "  Those who agreed  felt that this was the 
responsibility of the home and not the school ,  and if it were 
not taught at home than the school should step in. 
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Item 19 . The s chool should lead every pupil  to understand �d 
to prize for himse lf and all others the rights of 
Agree 
Disagree 
Undecided 
Total 
freedom of pre s s , freedom of speech,  freedom of 
religion and other civil liberties  guarante ed in our 
constitution.  
Total Group Group A Group B 
123 171 
97 . 28% 96 . 75cf, 9 7 . 63% 
1 .36% 2 .44% . 58% 
1 . 3 6% 
100 . 00% 100 .00% 100 . 00% 
An overwhelming majority of both groups agreed that this 
i s  a desirable goal . 
COMMENTS : 
The re spondents who chose to comment on this statement 
agreed  that this was an important aspect of education.  The 
respondent s fUrther felt that other agencies should share this 
responsibi lity too . 
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Item 20 . Every student should be prepared to earn a living by 
the time he graduate s  from high school . 
Total Group Group A Group B 
123 
Agree 40 .42% 59 . 35% 26. 31% 
Disagree 47 .98% 29 . 28% 61.41% 
Undecided 11. 90% 11 .37% 
Total 100 .00% 1oo . oo% 1oo . oo% 
The total group seems t o  d i sagree with this statement but 
only by a slight margin . In group A a greater percent agree , 
but in group B a larger percent disagre e .  I t  is  significant 
to note the percent of respond ent s from both groups who were 
undecided . 
COMMENTS:  
Those respondents of  group A who agreed with the statement 
said , "How can a s chool pick and choose the ones who will be 
fortunate enough to go on to college ; therefore , prepare them 
all . " Another stated ,  "Desirable , so long as it doesn ' t pre­
clude college and other  training . "  Still another replied , 
"Every s chool should help children if they want to work . " 
Others who agree d  thought that the s chool should prepare those 
who are not go ing to college as well as those who are . The 
re spondent s  of this group who di sagreed with the statement felt 
that high s chool graduation was not the end or that the child 
should be prepared to e ither go to work or on to further e duca­
tion. Those who circled  und ecided  made the se comment s ;  "Thi s 
i s  impossible for those who need college for their chosen work . 
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I tem 20 . ( Comments-continued ) 
''Irondequoit provides  no special training for those unable to go 
to co llege, e specially girls . 11 Another said,  "For the slow 
le arners or und erprivileged groups perhaps . "  nFor those who 
will not have the opportunity for further training or education, 
another commented . 
Group B re spondents who agreed  with this statement felt 
much the same as group A .  One stated,  "If nece ssary, not 
necessarily by a trade,  but by general educational background . "  
Another d e c lared ,  "In the event the child i s  unable t o  attend 
an advanced s chool, he should still be able to earn a living . "  
Those who disagreed felt that those whose children were 
unable to  further their education should be prepared to  e arn a 
living . Howeve r, a greater maj ority of thi s group disagreed 
with the state ment and seemed to fee l  that child ren do not 
realize what their life ' s  ambitions are at thi s leve l and need  
further education and training . One re spondent summed up a 
feeling by stating , "Many young people are not read y  to go 
nor have any conception of what they want for their life ' s 
Howe ver, many also are not equipped to go on to higher educa­
tion--so must be prepared . "  
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Item 21. The high s chool should be just as much concerne d  with 
the stud ent s  not going to  college as tho se who are . 
Total Group Group A Group B 
123 171 
Agree 96 .94% 97 .56% 9 6 . 48% 
Disagree 2 .38% . 81% 3. 52% 
Und ecided 
Total 100 . 00% 100 .00% 100 .00% 
There i s  almost complete unanimity on Item 21 from both 
groups . 
COMMENTS: 
Generally speaking the respondents rrom both groups ree l  
that the s choo l  should be equally concerned with both the 
college bound students and those who are not going to college 
tor various reasons . ·In tact several respondents stated that 
the s chool should be even more concerned with the s e  s tudent s as 
this is where their formal e ducati on will end . One parent sums 
up thi s feeling by saying , "Each student should be deve loped 
and prepared to the maximum of his abi lity. Society can thus 
be served . "  
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I tem 22 o The s chool has no re sponsibility to help the stud ents  
choose a vocat ion .  
Tot al Group Group A Group B 
123 171 
Agree 9 . 86% 10 . 57% 9
.
36% 
Disagree 86 .40% 84 .55% 87 . 72% 
Undecided 2 .92% 
Total 100 .00% 100 . 00% 1oo . oo9t 
The maj ority of the re spondents from both groups d i s agreed 
with this stat ement ind i c at ing they fee l  the s chool d o e s  have 
thi s responsibility.  
C OMME:NTS: 
The re spondents definitely seem to  fee l  that no one but 
the s chool can help children choose a vocation .  They say, "Who 
knows the children' s abi litie s better. " "The school i s  in the 
be st position to help find the vocation for which they are be st 
suite d . "  One re spondent went this far as to make a recommenda-
tion that a high calibre aptitude te st be given to help d e ter­
mine the child s intere st . 
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Item 23 . Schools should help students find j ob s  for which they 
are suite d  after they are through s chool . 
Total Group Group A Group B 
123 171 
Agree 40 . 84% 47 . 16% 36 .36% 
Disagree 42 .50% 33 .33% 49 . 02% 
Undecided 16 . 66% 
Total 100 . 00% 100 .00% 100 .00% 
The total response s  of both groups show that the re spon-
dents are almost equally split on the ir d e ci sion .  There i s  
also a significant number who are und ecid e d . In group A a 
s lightly larger percent of re spond ent s agree with the statement 
as compared to  group B where a slightly higher percent d is­
agree . A larger percent in  group A are und ecid e d  als o .  
COMMENTS: 
Those in group A that favored this statement feel  that the 
school should d o  as  much as possible to help place stud ents in 
j obs . One re spondent said , "only help - d on ' t spoon feed . "  
Another replied , "It wouldn ' t  hurt . n  Still anothe r respond e d  
i n  a softer voice b y  saying , "School should counsel ·student s 
about j ob opportunitie s if  the students reque st  help . " 
Those of thi s group who d i sagree d  generally felt that the 
schools obligati on ended  when they had helpe d  the student s to 
choo se a vocation , through guid ance . One respondent summed up 
for this group by saying, " Stude nt s  should only benefit from 
directions as  to  the se le ction of a particular fie ld of en­
d eavor and that i s  the true contribution of e ducat ion. 
78 . 
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The re spondents from group B who agree 
be done but in a limited way. They seemed to fee l  that the 
s chool could be used as an extra source of finding j ob 
pos sibi litie s ,  or the s chool could help through guidance . 
Dis senters in group B felt thi s was an area that the school 
should not even consider . Many felt that the student s  should 
get out and do their  own looking . They state that the s chool 
i s  not an employment agency; by graduation the student should 
have enough "gumption" to d o  his own j ob seeking . One re spon­
dent stated flatly that this carrie s  maternali sm too far . 
Some others  expre s se d  conce rn over the cost of such a pro j e ct . 
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Item 24. The schoo l  should make fulle st u s e  of evaluative 
technique s ( te sting ) for teaching and guidance . 
Total Group Group A Group B 
123 171 
Agree 86 .06% 88 . 63% 84 . 26% 
Disagree 4.08% 2 . 43% 5 . 26% 
Undecided 9 . 86% 8 . 
Total 100 . 00% 100 .00% 100 . 00% 
Groups A and B both are in agreement with this state-
ment . 
COMMENTS: 
Although a maj ority of both groups agree they did  so  with 
many comments .  A great number expre sse d  the opinion that thi s 
i s  fine as long as  it  i s  not the sole judge of a student s  
abi litie s .  Several parents stated ,  "Te sts are not infallible " 
and some went even further and stated that they would not like 
to see their  child ' s  entire future hanging in the balance on 
the basi s of the se t e st s . However,  they did  seem to  fee l  that 
when d one with re servations they can prove valuable . Tho se 
who di sagreed or were und e cided  seemed to fee l  that they were 
not t oo familiar with the kind of testing being d one or why, 
there fore could see  no reason for it . 
8o . 
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Item 25. The school should lead each stud ent t o  think clearly 
about the purpose of his education .  
T otal Group Group A Group B 
123 171 
Agree 9 6 . 26% 97 .57% 95 . 34% 
Disagree  1 . 70% 1 . 62% 1 . 74% 
Undecided  
Total 100 . 00% 100 .00% 100 .00% 
The maj ority of both groups agree that the s chool :should 
lead each student t o  think c learly about the purpos e  of his 
educat ion.  
COMMENTS: 
The re spondents from both groups who agreed with this 
statement felt that this i s  a difficult but important task 
for the school to unde rtake . One re spondent stated ,  "A school 
that can accompli sh such a task in a student has more than ful­
filled it s duty to society •. " Another felt that this was very 
important to the child ' s  future . He wrote , "By giving the 
student a better sense of dire ction, i t  might save t ime in 
d eciding one s future . "  Some others felt that thi s was impor­
t ant because child ren tod ay take their education too much for 
granted . 
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The final section of the opinionaire was concerned with 
e li citing comments from the parents on three items . Item I 
reque sted the parent s comment s concerning the strengths of the 
s chool program; Item II  reque sted comment s on the weakne s se s  
of the program; and Item III requested comments on what change s  
o r  additions the re spondents  would like to  see mad e i n  the 
s chools ' program . In reporting this section only the most  
frequently stated remarks of  the re spondent s  will be  reported . 
The comment s of the re spondent s  seem to  fall into two general 
categories  for all three questions , one category was curriculum 
and the other c ategory was staff ,  which included both teache rs 
and principal . 
Item I What d o  you consider to  be the strengths of our s chool 
program : 
Generally speaking , in the area of curriculum, the re spon-
d ent s fe lt that the following were strengths : 
1 .  good guidance program 
2 .  triple track p?ogram 
3 .  reading program ( intermedi ate and junior high) 
4 . foreign lan�uage s 
5. broad curriculum offerings 
6 .  adequate facilitie s t o  carry our curricular programs 
7 .  music  program 
8 .  purposeful experimentati on 
9 .  strength in teaching the three R ' s  
10 . search for better teaching procedure s 
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The rollowing were considered  strengths concerning the 
starr: 
1 .  excellent administrator 
2 .  high calibre of teachers 
3 .  excellent parent-teacher relationships 
4 .  teacher interest in students 
5 .  teacher-pupil ratio 
It appears that the parent s have many good things t o  s ay 
concerning the strengths of the Iroquoi s  Schools • program . 
Thi s li st i s  a composite of both group s . 
Item II What do you consider to be the weaknes se s  of our 
school program: 
In the area of curriculum the following were considered  to 
be weakne s se s :  
1 .  program d e signed for advanced child 
2 . reading method s 
3 .  social studies  program weak 
4.  too much homework 
5 .  too much experimentation 
6 .  too much emphasis on extra-curricular activiti e s ,  
particularly dancing 
7 .  too much concentration on college bound students 
8 .  not enough individual attention 
9 .  not returning corrected homework 
10 . socia� and academic pre s sures caused by grouping 
The following were weakne sses  concerning the staff: 
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1 .  large teacher turnover 
2 .  too many inexperienced teachers 
3 .  too many d emand s on teachers time - me etings , etc .  
4 .  not enough d i s c ipline - fear o f  parental interference 
It appears that the parent s  of both groups are critical 
about a number of areas concerning the weakne ss e s  of the 
Iroquoi s School ' s program . 
Item III What change s would you like to se e in the s chools '  
program? 
1 .  greater emphasis on how to study 
2 .  more emphasi s on vocat ional e ducation 
3 .  music le s sons , band and chorus t o  be cond ucted 
after s chool - not music clas se s or art 
4. increasing emphasis  on foreign language s 
5 . more fostering of maturity instead of forcing it 
6 .  revaluati on of need for track systems 
7 .  more guidance for pupils on an individual basi s 
8 .  stricter discipline 
9 . report s on card s using numeri cal system 
10 . higher pay for te achers  with emphasi s on career 
teachers 
11 . greate r  emphasis  on fundamentals 
12. more consi derat i on for under achie vers 
The above li sts of strengths , weakne s se s ,  and changes are 
not listed according to importance and only the most frequently 
mentioned  remarks of the respond ents are li sted . It would only 
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be £air to  state that a number o£ people chose not t o  make any 
comment on this section.  Some wrote that they £elt they were 
unquali£ied to answer one or two o£ these questions , others 
wrote "no comment , "  so that one might assume that they were 
content with the way things were going . 
Both groupe seem to feel that there are a number of areas 
where they would like to have changes made in the Iroquois 
·school program . 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, C ONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This study was conducte d  with the help from the parent s 
of the child ren wno attend I roquoi s  School in We st I rondequoit , 
Roche ster, New York. 
The purpos e s of this study were to : 1 .  d is c over what 
parents expect from their s chool program in terms of 
moral and spiritual value s and guidance ;  2 .  elicit comments 
parents about the s chools strengths and weakne s se s ;  3 .  se cure 
fact s  about the s chool that can be c ommunicated to  the 
tion; and , 4·  provid e  a guide for the s chools public re lations 
program. 
In order to achieve the se obj ectives an opinionaire was 
sent to the parents of the chi ldren in grade s  five through 
eight who attend Iroquoi s s chool .  This opinionaire contained 
twenty-five ( 25) statements dire cted  toward s curriculum, moral 
and spiritual value s and guidance . It also  c ontained three 
que stions concerned spe cifically with the Iroquois schoo l  pro-
gram. 
The respons e s  of the parents were divided into two group s . 
The criteria for the divi sion of these groups was the e duca­
tional leve l of the respondents . 
An item analysi s  was d one for the reporting of the data . 
The analysi s  contained  the percent of the re spond ent s  in each 
group who agree d  with the statement , disagreed  with the state­
ment and those who were und e cid e d . Thi s  analysi s further 
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containe d  the comment s of each of the two groups on each state­
ment . 
Conclusions 
1. �he parents of the Iroquoi s school of We st Irondequoit have 
po sitive ideas as  to what the s chools • re sponsibilitie s are 
in educating their children . 
In the area of curriculum, generally spe aking, the total 
group i s  very positive on what they expe ct the s chools to 
do for their chi ldren. However,  on statement six - The 
school should emphasize preparation for adult activitie s ,  
such as family life and re creation ,  the parent s were 
evenly d ivided  ( 41 percent agree , 41 percent d i sagree and 
17 pe�cent und e cided } in their opinions . Closer examina­
tion of the d ata shows that each group A and B i s  further 
apart in their thinking , however in turning to the comments 
on this statement each group ind icated that they were 
really not as far apart in their thinking as the datum 
would indicate . The d ifference appears t o  be as t o  what 
degree this should be taught , when it should be taught , 
when it should be emphasize d , and the re spons ibility of the 
home in this re spect . 
2 .  The parent s feel  that the s choo l  share s the responsibility 
with the home in the moral and spiritual training of their 
children .  The d evelopment of moral and spiritual values 
as the parents see  it , i s  a responsibility of the school ,  
but here too , they fe el that they have t o  shoulde r  the 
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burden of that re sponsibility. The re spondents  indicated 
that a larger share of this re sponsibility re sts  wi th them, 
but the s chool plays an integral part in carrying out thi s 
d evelopment . 
It  should be noted that the overall re sponse s to  statement 
seventeen - The s choo l should teach every pupil to  know how 
to act appropriate ly in social situations , favored thi s 
view, but the individual groups were far apart in their 
thinking . 
Group A whos e  re spondent s  had fourteen years of educat ion o 
le s s ,  seemed t o  have a d ifferent view on the s chools 
re sponsibility in this matter.  The se re spondents were not 
only intere sted in an academic program for their children, 
but also a progr� to  help them to  be socially acceptable 
in any given situat ion .  
Group B ,  whos e  respondent s  had fourteen years o f  education 
or more , seemed to  feel  that the home shared the greater 
re sponsibility to carrying out this d evelopment . 
3 . The parent s fee l  that there i s  a nee d  for a guidance pro­
gram, but as to what type and how mueh, they are not cer­
tain. In the fie ld of guid ance the parent s are not as 
cle ar as to  the s chools re spons ibiliti e s  as they were in 
the other two are as :  curriculum and moral and spiritual 
value s .  On statements twenty-one , twenty-two , and twenty­
four they were d e finite ,  but on statements twenty and 
twenty-three they d iffered . Both of the se statements were 
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concerned with earning a living . Statement twenty sai d , 
"Every student should be prepared to earn a living by the 
time he graduates  from high school, " and Statement twenty­
three said , "Schools should he lp students find a j ob for 
which they are suited after they are through school . "  
Group A in response to  Statement twenty-three did fee l  that 
the school should be  concerned with the se two aspect s ,  yet 
there was not a large majority who agreed to both of these 
statements .  The key to both statements appears to be the 
parents who were undecided . 
Group B' s responses were just the opposite of group A .  
They felt that it was not the s chools responsibility in 
both case s and again the key here might be the people who 
circled und ecided . 
It i s  worth while to  note that in several instances a sig­
nificant percent of the re spondents circled undecided  be­
cause they were unfamiliar with what the school was doing 
or because , as one re spondent stated , "I had never given 
much thought about school until  thi s  paper ( opinionaire ) 
was brought home to me . " 
4. The parents fee l  that the maj or strength of the school  is  
the staff, particularly the teachers .  Another strength of 
the program seemed to  be certain segment s of the curriculum 
such as , triple track, foreign language s ,  and reading . 
5 .  The parents fee l  that same of the weaknesses  of the 
program are the teacher turnover ,  the need  for more 
11 
I 89. 
schools 1 
attent1oi 
to those pupils who are not coliege bound , more attention 
to  pupils who are under achievers or who need  remedial help 
and finding ways to relieve some of the social and academic 
pressures that students  are working under . 
Recommendations 
On the basi s  of results of this study, the author feels 
that the following recommendations might be helpful to the 
administration :  
1 .  The administrators , teachers and parents working 
cooperatively might make a greater effort to  attain 
some of the goals that the respondents felt the school 
should definitely work towards .  
2 .  The administrative staff might inve stigate the whole 
question of sex instruction including what kind of 
instructions should be given, and at what level .  
3 . The administrative staff might inve stigate its  guid ­
ance poli cy and the explanation of this to  the pub li c . 
4 .  The administrative staff might examine those point s  
that were listed a s  weaknesse s ,  by the responding 
parents .  
5 .  The administrative staff might investigate the 
possibility of better educating the parents which 
might be d one through an adult education program. 
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In closing, John Gardner ,  in his book, Excellence , sums up 
for the author by stating ,  
"Excellence implies more than competence . 
It  implie s a striving for the highe st 
standards iri every phase of life . We need 
individual excellence in all its  forms -
in every kind of creative endeavor,  in 
political life , in education, in industry 
- in short , universally. ul  
1.  Gardner,  John W. , New York : Harper and Brothers , 
Publishers ,  1961J  p .  
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:!:ROQUOIS SCHOOL 
150 Colebrook Dr. 
Rochester , New York 
January 8 ,  1962 
Dear Parents , 
May I please have your help on a project I am undertaking in 
order to complete the Master requirement at the State University College 
at Brockport? 
I hope to obtain , from all of the parents in the Iroquois 
School area, an expression of opinion on some of the aspects of the school 
progr�. Therefore , I ask you to take some of your valuable time to eom-
plate the attached form. 
I would appreciate it if you would return this form to me , 
through the courtesy of your child, no later than Friday, January 19 . 
Your individual responses to this form will be kept in the 
' 
s trictest confidence and it is not absolutely necessary to disclose your 
identity. 
When the research is completed, I will inform you of the 
re sults through the P . T.A.  publication On the Line . 
Thank you. 
Yours truly , 
William Mastin Jr. 
6th Grade Teacher 
IJ . 
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AN OPINIONA-'IRE ON PARENT ' S  REACTION TO 
THE IROQUOIS SCHOOL PROGRAM 
Directions : Please circle one number following each statement which you feel best 
reflects your thinking. The numbers indicate the following : 
1 .  Agree strongly with the statement 
2 .  Inclined to agree with the statement 
.3 .  Undecided 
4. Inclined to disagree with the statement 
;. Disagree strongly with the statement 
Please feel free to comment on each statement in the space provided. 
1 .  If a child has mastered reading , writing , spelling and 
arithmetic , and has learned how to study , the task o! the 
school has been fulfilled. 
1. 2. ) . 4. ;. 
comment : 
2 .  In addition to learning and reciting assigned lessons , 
pupils should be taught how to secure and interpret facts . 
comment : 
) . A student should be taught to get information on all sides 
of a controversial question before forming his opinion. 
comment : 
... 
4. Pupils should be required to finish assignments or other 
work which they have started. 
comment : 
1.  2.  .3.  4. ;. 
1. 2. ) . 4. ;.  
1. 2.  .3. 4. ;. 
) . P�p��s should be permitted to participate in planned 
�xtr�-curricular activities ,  such as athl�tic games , 
school pl�s and clubs , even though they �� not be 
d��ng satisfactory work in their classroom studies .  
comment : 
6 .  The school should emphasize preparation for adult 
activities . such as family life and recreation. 
comment : 
? . Appropriate sex instruction should be given to all pupils .  
comment : 
a. The school should develop in every student an intelligent 
interest in world affairs . 
comment : 
9. Tlie school should engage in experimentation to improve 
education . 
comment : 
10 .· Foreign languages should be taught in the elementary grades . 
comment : 
11 . Hygiene and cleanliness should be taught in the schools.  
comment : 
12 . The_ school should give all pupils experience in working 
with their hands in such activities as drawing , painting, 
clay modeling , weaving , wood and metal work , ceramics . 
comment :· 
1 .  2.  3.  4. '· 
1. 2.  3. 4. '· 
1 .  2 .  3.  4. '· 
1 .  2 .  3.  4. '· .� 
:� 
1. 2.  3. 4. '· 
: i  
4. i 1 .  2 .  3.  5. 1 ',1 
1 .  2 .  3.  4.  '·  
1 .  2 .  3.  4. '· 
-- -
13 . In school everyone should learn through experi�nce how 
to share effe ctively in group planning and action . 
comment : 
14. All pupils should be taught to recognize and respect the 
rights of other races and religions . 
comment : 
15. The s chools should develop i n  every pupil a s trong sense 
responsibility for the welfare of the s chool , community , 
s tate and nation. 
comment : 
16 . Schools should instill the habit of prompt , cheerful 
obedience in all pupils . 
colllUl�mt : 
17 . The school should teach every pupil to know how to act 
appropriately in social situations . 
comment : 
18. The teaching of morality is not a responsibility of the 
schools . 
comment : 
19 . The school should lead every pupil to understand and to 
prize for himself and all others the rights of freedom of 
pres s ,  freedom of speech , freedom of religion and other 
civil liberties guaranteed in our constitution . 
comment : 
20 . Every student should be prepared to earn a living by the 
time he graduates from high school . 
comment : 
1 .  2 .  ) .  4. 5. 
1 .  2 .  ) .  4. 5. 
of 1 .  2.  ) . 4. 5. 
1.  2.  ). 4. 5. 
1. 2.  ). 4. 5.  
1 .  2.  ) .  4. 5.  
1 .  2 .  ) .  4. 5 .  
1 .  2 .  ) .  4. 5 .  
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21 . The high school should be just as much concerned with 
the students not going to college as ' those who are . 
comment : 
22. The school has no respons ibility to help students choose 
a vocation . 
comment : 
2). Schools should help students find jobs for which they are 
suited after they are through school . 
comment : 
24. The school should make fulle st use of evaluative tech­
nique s ( testing ) for teaching and guidance .  
comment : 
25.  The school should lead each student to think clearly about 
the purpose of his education . 
comment : 
1 .  2 .  ) . 4. 5.  
1 .  2 .  ) .  4 .  5.  
. 
1.  2 .  ) .  4. 5. 
1 .  2 .  ).  4. 5. 
1. 2. ). 4. 5. 
Would you please comment on the following : 
What do you consider to be the strengths of our school program? 
comment :  
2 .  What do you consider to Qe the weaknesses of our school program? 
comment :  
) .  What changes or additions would you like to see made in the school program? 
comment : 
-' 
-· 
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Please check one of the following : 
1 .  I have completed 
2. Is your occupation 
Mother 
___ grammar school 
___ high school 
college 
___ other ( explain) 
Mother 
___ professional in 
nature 
skilled in ---
nature 
___ unskilled in 
nature 
Father 
�--
gra.mm.ar school 
___ high echool 
___ college 
___ other (explain ) 
Father 
___ professiona.l in 
nature 
___ skilled in 
nature 
unskilled in ---
nature 
Please write your job title . 
Please write your job title . 
J.  Please insert numbers in the following : 
Mother Father 
Number of books read in the last six months 
Number of magazines and papers subscribed to by the entire family . 
{Mother)~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~­
(Father) ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
